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Original Contributions.
ON THE-ROLE OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY OSTEO-

PLASTIC SURGERY IN THE TREATMENT OF
COIIPLICATED OR COMPOUND FRAC-

TURES OF THE EXTRErlITIES.*

nY THIOMAS Il. MALEY, M.D.
Visitinig Surgeon to Hfriemi Hospital; Professor of Surgery, New York School of Cincia Medicine.

(Continued.)
OSTEOPLASTY AND OSTEocLASTY VITI£ ILLUSTRATIvE OASES.

CASE 1.-Primary osteoplasty. Regeneration of enfire tibial
shaft aftei- compound comminuted fracture.

Early in May, 1883, a boy, aged 4, was brought into Ninety-
ninth Street Hospital who had his right leg so badly mangled by
a street car injury that preparations were immediately made for
an amputation. 'All the soft parts on the anterior aspect of the
leg, from below the knee-joint to the ankle, were torn widely open,
and quite the entire diaphysis of the shaft was shelled out in
broken fragments. (F ig. 1, diagrammatic.)

The fibula wgas fractured in thrce places, but was not exposed.
The limb was of an ashy pallor, cold and pulseless. The child

had lost considerable blood, and was in moderate shock.
The mother of the child positively refused to permit an ampu-

rtaticn.
Then the parts were thoroughly cleansed, all bleeding points

secured. the shattered limb being placed in a comfortable position,
well protected by antiseptic dressings, and warmed by artificial

* Read at theTwelffh Annual Convention, L A. R. S., Richmond, May, 1899.
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heat. Thé next day, to our surprise, it was fouuid that the circu-
lation was fully restored in the limb, but, as noted, the entire
tibia, was gone, except the epiphyseal or articular ends.

It is nnecessary to enter into details of treatment, which were
very sinple, but record the fact that within six months the entire
shaft was regenerated, without anyr marked shortening or impair-
ment in the action or streigtli of the limb.

This case was a remarkable onei iii many ways, and tauglit me
an invaluable lesson. This child's limb was saved by his mother's
stubborn refusal to permit an amputation.

Fio. 1-Child's leg before
Operation.

A-Fracturcd Tibia.
B-Fibula fractured in thiee

parts.

Fio. 2-tter Reg.eneration. Fia. 3-At time-Of operatin.
Showiig wh)erc plcCC is
grown iii.

It will be noted that both articulations had escaped. - The
whole of the periosteum had been preserved; our patient was
sound and healthy. Two years after the injury an action for
damages was tried, when the counsel for the defence insisted, as
the boy walked up and down before the jury, that the 3ittle fellow
had suffered no permanent impairnent of Lis limb, as lie walked
without the least impediment or lameness.

CAsn 2.~-Compound, comminuted fracture of tibia with loss
of more than three inches of shaft. Primary osteoplasty.

Patient, aged 37, on July 9th, 1887, sustained a compound,
comminuted fracture of the left leg. After remaining at home,
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under treatinent, for five days, when the parts had begun to take
on suspiciouls Changes, and it was thought desirable to amputate
the limb, he vas sent into Harlem Hospital. At this time the
case presented some gruesome features, -which in pre-antiseptie
times wrould have inmediatcly consigned it to the amputation
knife.

.Tie foot was bloated and of a deep livid color, edeina extend-

Fio. 4--Showin; the parts of fragment removed of the Tibia and
Fibulia at Mime of opera.tion in Fia. 3.

ing well up the limb. At the junction of the middle witl the
lower third of the leg was a compo-und fracture, fully two inches
-or more of the proximal fragment projecting out. This was of
.a dark, sooty color. On examination, the distal fragment was
found to be fissured. and impacted in the tissues. Around the
entire area of the wound was a broad zone of gangrenous ulcera-
lion. The wound was suppurating freely and pressure anywhere
froni the kioe dowù would cause pus to issue from the wound.
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The patient, althougli having some febrile disturbances, was a
man of excellent physique. He had no organie disease, but ho
was a rheumatic, and it was while suffering from an arthritis in
right ankle that lie fell down a fliglit of stairs and vas injured.

After a careful study of the case, it occurred to me that we
should make further effort to save the limb before condenîing it
to. amputation. Our first attention was directed toward endeav-
oring to place the wound in a healthy condition; then, ten days
later, radical osteoplasty was undertaken. Here ve found about
three inches of the tibia necrotic, but the fibula was not fractured.

Operation w'as begun by denuding and pressing the frce ends
of the fragments well out throûgh the wound, then thoroughly
clearing away all necrotic or infected tissues. The saw was now
sent through that part of the shaft known to preserve its vitality.
After this a segment of the fibula was removed equal in length to
that lost in the tibia. Now the foot was pressed up, wlhen both the
tibial and fibular ends were solidly wired together. Heavy -wire
girders, -with a gypsum cast, were laid on over antiseptic dressings.

The case pursued an uneventful course. The fragments sol-
idly united with free ankle action. Following January was able
to walk on street with aid of cane. In a year used no support of
any kind.

This case was a remarkable one, for its time, a period when
surgeons scarcely allowed their patients time to collect their senses
before an amputation was pressed for.

To the inexperienced it iniglit seem that there was no hope for
this bloated limb, with a gangrenous sore ind large fragments of
dead bone in evidence. But the limb was saved, and two years
after operation, he valked, on a -wager, from Harlem to Coney
Island and back, a distance of thirty-six-miles, without crutch or.
stick, in ten hours. .

It is remarkable to note here that sinee the accident patient
has never had any more rheumatism in the injured limb.

In a younger subject, -in a youth under fifteen years, we might
have spared the fibula and hoped for Qsseous regeneation if the
periosteum were preserved. without shortening. There- cai 'l>e no
question but in tbe adult, healthy patient left with a pseudar-
throsis, the so-called flail or cushion joint, after loss of part of
the central segment of the tibial shaft from fracture and disor-
ganization of bone, osteoplastic section and splicing, offers us
greater prospects of restoration of function than any variety of
heterogeneous grafting.

C&sE 3.-Compound fracture of the tibia and fibula in upper
third, with extensive shattering. Autoplastie grafting and solid
union without shorteniing. Primary osteoplasty.

Patient, a man aged 26, was injured by slipping while dis-
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nountiig fron a street car, when right keg -was crushed by first
wheel of car passing over it. The accident occurred late on a
Sunday night. He was seen by me in the Harlem Hospital the
following morning.

At time of examination there was found a fracture of the fibula
besides one of tibia, with extensive commiuntion of bone. Most
of the fragments were entirely denuded of periosteum and attach-
nent to the fleshy parts, but there was one rather large triangular
segment of the tibia of considerable size w'hich had a firm nus-

Fia. 5--Showing scar and tiickening at site ot union.

cular attachment. -After the loose pieces were removed, there
remained a gap nearly two iches long. Into the centre of this
was brought the large but adherent fragment, where it was fixed
in position by strong wire sutures. The limb was thon placed in
a plaster cast, a fenestrum left over site of fracture.

Two weeks later the -wire -was removed, when it was apparent
that free osseous pi;oliferation was going on. After two months
Union was coanpldte and the wound had closed. At this tine the
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entire hiatus lad closed in and the surface outline of the tibia
was firmx ovrer point of fracture. FuIl use of the limb followed.

Tiis case illustrated the important principle laid down by
Ollier, viz., that for all varietics of bone-grafting the autoplastie
takes the firt place, and hence, in ail cases of commninuted frac-
tures, provided the great blood trimks and nerves have escaped.
Hence, we should look well to the preservation of fragments, no
inatter how sinall, which have an attachment to tlie soft parts, -as
it is thirough this bond the capillary vessels pass, evèry fragment
so preserved becoming later an ossific centre for osseous regen-
eration.

Perhaps -we inake a mistake in many of these cases of even
removing all the loose fragments when there are some left that
are held by the soft parts. Bone tissue is slow to part with its
vitality, though entirely separated fron. the body, and, moreover,
if the replaced fragment should later necrose or undergo resorp-
tion, no alarmx Can cone froni it.

CAsE 4.-Fracture of tibia and fibula just below tlie kuce-
joint, with Pott's fracture below. Secondary osteoplasty.

Patient, aged 32, a locomotive engineer, injured on March 11th,
1898, in a " head-to-he'ad " collision, 'was badly bruised about the
body, sustained a scalp wouid, and had the left lower limb so
badly injured that for some days it was doubtful if it could be
preserved. Tie knee had been violently wrenched, sone of the
ligament detached and the capsule lacerated, with free hiemnorrhage
into the synovial membrane; there was a transverse fracture
througi the tibia and fibula, tirce inches below the kncioint,
with a vertical fracture through tibia, opening into the Iiie-joint.
Besicles, there 'was an incomplete Pott's fracture:

In tis young mnanî's case tlie vitality of tie limb vas for sev-
eral weeks so feeble and the extent of tumefaction so great that
no suitable adjustnent could be borne. In consequence of this
and the irritable, restless state of the patient when lie lef t the bed,
after four iontbs, tlie lower linb wvas founid greatly distorted,
painful, stiR at the joint and useless for support or locomotiou.

The knee was ankylosed at riglt angles, there was a sharp
deflection and angular union of the fragments; tie foot was turned
up as iii varus aund ankle-joint action liimited. After a time,
under judicious treatment, some. imoveinent vas secured at the
knee and ankle joints, and the muscles largely recovered from
the atrophy so conspicuous after lie left the bed. Yet, however,
the dcformity remained, witl iarked limitation of motion at flie
kne' and ankle, aud paralysis of tlie peroneai group of musclés
The position of the limb remained so faulty that it was only a
burden to hin, as he had to support himself entirely on one lib,
walking by tie aid of cruteles.
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On February 1lth, 1899, ho vas sont to New York and placed
iinder nç charge for treatmcnt. After a careful survey of the
case, noting his comparatively early age, his sound constitution,
and his readiness to take any chance w'hich promised recovery of
the use of the limb, it sceied to me to bc one which presented
nmany hopeful features and justified the risk of radical measures.

Two days later he entered St. -Mark's Hospital and was operated
upon in the afternoon.

The operation -was begun by makmg a large, semi-circular
ilap with the convexity dowmvard. This was on the uiner aspect
of leg, immediately over the seat of fracture. This flap was freely
detached and turned -upward, when the nude, thickened tibia
came into view. The osteotome was then employed and a deep
cleft made partly through the seat of union. After this vas donc
on the opposite side of the leg on the same limb the fistula vas
exposed and deeply indented with the chisel. The limb now \was
brouglit down to the edge of the table, a sand-bag placed under it,
and such force brought to bear on it as was necessary to freely
refracture it at the sight of former union. It was now easy to
press the lower segment of the limb into line and entirely obliter-
ate the deformity. After osteoclasis the wounds made to expose
the cleft were closed by catgut suture without drainage. The
usual dressings vere employed and a plaster-cast, with zinc strips,
applied, extending from the ankle to the hip.

It inay be added that -while under ether the adhesions at the
ankle were freely sundered and the foot hypereverted iwas included
in the adjustment. The post-operative condition of patient and
limb was exceedingly gratifying; there was absolutely no serious
constitutional disturbance. Temperature never rose above 99
degrees nor the pulse above 85, and, moreover, instead of severe
pain in the traumatized limnb, lie said that after operation it felt
more "natural." On the fenth day after operation the cast was
opened and complote aseptic union of the integumeur fond. On
this date ho was permitted to leave the bed and move about on
erutches. In six weeks union -was solid, but in order to anticipate
any tendency to bowing, the Tracy wood-fibre splint was worn
for three more weeks. At end of the tenth week all supports to
the limb -were removei and he was allowed to go about, using only
a cane in walking. On this date he left the hospital, although he
remained in the city three weeks longer, every day up to the time
of his departure for home-on the 17th of May-walhing from
ono to three miles, with no support but a cane, mounting and dis-
mounting fron street cf-s and climbing stairs without any diffi-
culty. The peroneal set of muscles were slow in recovering their
tonicity, and hence it was found that a shoe with a strong ankle
support made 1oconotion over long distances less tiresoine on the
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limb. He walks readily in his slippers, however, as was demon-strated at the New York Academly of Medicine, and can taad fora minute or more with the cntire weight of the body on the re-habilitated limb.
Such is the history of this case. The patient came to me froin

Roanôke, Va., in charge of Dr. James Gale, the chief surgeon of
the Norfolk & Western Railway system, to whom I amu indebtedfor the carlier history of the case.

Fia. 0-Sowinig exte±nt, of shortening-3. inches-with cork
sole on shoe.

It was one of thos9 which. well illustrate the important prin-ciple of, in all cases) endeavoring to save a Iimb after injury, pro-vided only vitality remains, and further demonstrates the rangeof application of secondary osteoplasty in badly damaged shafts.
No large bone in the body will tolerate mechanical interfer-ence with greater impunity than the tibia; it vill reward us withbetter results after osteoplastic procedures; therefore, after manyof these compound fractures of it, presenting the most hideous

and forlorn aspects, provided only the main vascular trunks are
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intact, resuscitation, will call into activity regenerative processes
and a useful limb will be preserved.

But let the surgeon have a care that he does not liurry to amipu-
tate here; if the slightest room for doubt remains, let hiim secure
the bleeding points, cleanse, embalm the limb and wait. In many
cas's of grave compound, cominiuted fracture no living surgeon
can decide with certainty whether a limb must perish or not.
Formerly to delay was to run a serious risk; row it often means
the saving of the limb.

Dr. William James Fleming, in a recent able contribution on
"Amputations " (Glasgow Medical Journal, April, 1899), deals
with this phase of the subject, pointing out the judicious course
the surgeon should take, and observes:

All surgeons now save a large number of liimbs 'which iot
very long ago they would have amputated. As a rule, I never
amputate primarily, except when the main vessels are destroyed.
I do not nean that I reserve these cases for secondary operation
in the truc sense of the word, or that I save them all, but I take
great care to make thom aseptic-as I often express it, I ' pickle '
them-and after a few days eau sec exactly iow much can be
saved, iow mnucli must be removed. "By ' pickling' I mean ren-
dering and keeping aseptie. It is often very difficult to accomu-
plish, especially the rendering. However, it is fortunate that
'dirt' is not always surgically unclean. This holds especially
good with the very black material compunded chiefly of oil and
finely povdered metal with which the recipients of machinery
accidents and their wounds are usually -liberally begrimed."

The work of Lord Lister has profoundly altered former estab-
lished principles of surgical procedure, in every department of
surgery, though in none has this been more salutary and far-
reaching than in traumatisms of bones; in fact, the early evolu-
tion of antiseptics was first wrought out on compound fractures
of the lower extremity.

CAsE 5.-Compound fracture of humerus with shattering of
bone, from a gun-shot wound, Primary osteoplasty.

Patient, a carpenter, aged 32, was.injured by the discharge of
a gun, which exploded while being lifted by the muzzle out of
a boat. The weapon was heavily loaded with buckshot. At time
of entrance to hospital ho was in deep shock, thougli fully con-
scions. The charge had entered just below the insertion of .tendon
of the great pectoral muscle, the arm being evidently rotated in-
ward, and ience the blood trunliks being car, ied under the humertis
at time of injury. A large part of the deltoid muscle was torn
an ay, the tondons of the biceps divided and the teres major partly
detached. The surgical ncck of the hutuerus was shattered, many
loose fragments lying in the opening. The shot were saattered in
every direction.
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At first glance thore seemed little hope for the limb, with so.
inuch. conuninution of bone and laceration of the soft parts, but
the large blood trunks were intact and the 3ords of the brachial
plexus had escapcd. The patieut insisted that un.der no circum-
stances would lie consent to au amputation. At the prinary
dressing notbing was done, except to secure the bleeding points
and cleanse the parts, removing at the same time all particles of
clothing with a large number of shot. The limb vas then em-
balmed and placed in a comfortable adjustment. Following day
liad reacted well, when all the loose fragments were dislodged,
leaving an iLterval of a little more than two inches in the shaft.
The proximal fragment w'as fissured in a longitudinal direction,
and for more than an inch was entirely denuded of periosteun.
Holes were drilled in both fragments and then the ends approxi-
mated. The vound, vhieh hiad been enlarged by incision, was
now closed on the ends, but left open iii the centre for free
drainage.

This case gave mucli trouble, the wound freely suppurating
and large patches of necrotic tissue were thrown off. The silver
vire sutures had to be removed early. After two months the

parts were quite conpletely healed, a flail joint remaining. He
later, however, by thé aid of a comfortably adjusted prothetie
appliance, wias enabled to return to his t'-ade. It was urged that
lie should submit to a later operation, with a view of endeavoring
to secure consecutive union, but lie was satisfied to allow the limb
to remain in the state it was.

CAst 6.-Compound fracture of arm, shattering of bone,
multiple fractures. Primary osteoplasty.

Patient, a female, fell two stories from a window into a stone-
paved area, sustaining a compound, comminuted fracture of righit
arm, fracture of lower jaw and two ribs. Admitted to Harlen
Hospital service in same year as preceding case, 1891. The lu-
merus was fractured obliquely, the lower fragment split in its
long diaineter. The upper end of the fracture exposed the mus-
culo-spiral nerve. The ends of fragments were now sawn through,
these being Ield with strong siler wire through their endesr and
were broughit well into apposition. Then the detached perios-
teum was carefully closed in with fine gut suture. *

All the fractures did well. After two weeks the wire was re-
moved. Iu six weeks a fistulous opening yet remained, at site
where wire came through, and, furthermore, it was evident that
there was but iimoerfect union. A free incision was now made,
when a loose fragunent was reioved and the tract freely curetted.
The limb was agtn placed in a loose felt splint and comfortably
adjusted. In three weeks union was solid. As contrasted with
the otier arm, theve was shortening of seven centimeters. This
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w'as caused by the extent of shaft removed, and not overriding of
the ends of fragments.

Fractures through the humeral shaft are well known to often
uimte badly. This has been said to depend in a large menasure
on the impossibility of effecting complete iminobilization -when
they are high up, as the pectoraUs major, being a respiratory
muscle, keeps up an incessant motion of the upper fragment. But
it is more probable that the truth is just the contrary, viz., that
too firm adjustment and tiglit bandaging here, as elsewhere, in-
pede the circulation and retard, if not -wholly arrest, ossific pro-
cesses. We certainly kcnow that in. varions fractures of the leg
which fail to iite under a rigid fixation, adjustment will often
quickly consolidate if we take off the splints and allow the liib
to hang Unfetter'ed.

FRAcTUREs oF. TrHE FNuR, TRATED BY OsTEor.istro
MET.gons.

The various fractures of the femur which may be treated by
osteoplasty, osteorection or osteoclasis may be divided into two
classes: First, compound fractures, which imperfectly unite with
extensive hyperostosis; and sce-md, those simple fractures which
unite with the limb shortened and distorted.

With primary osteoplasty in coipound fractures of the femur
I have had no experience, as all these compound fractures coming
under my own immediate care during the past fifteen years have
been from railroad accidents, attended with so much destruction
of the soft parts that amputation had to be perforned. But
though none of these cases of the first class have corne under my
own immediate observation after the injury, three of such cases
have cone under my notice-two under my own care-for secon-
dary ostcoplasty to relieve pain or resulting deforinity.

Every practitioner knows well the serious aspects presented by
n complete fracture through the sbaft of the femur in an elderly
or fleshy subject, but when the fragments have been driven out
through the nuscles and the skin. a very grave state of things
exists.

Exclusive of the dangers from infection, there is the almost
insirmountable difficulty of overcominig the contraction of the
imense muscles and fixing the fragments. A large variety of
mechalnical devices have been invented, but we have none yet
which meet the requirements better than stout wire to hold the
ends of the fragments in apposition. But even this often fails
or gives rise to so much irritation that necrotic changes set iii and
a consecutive operation is quite invariably necessary.

CAsE 7.-Compound fracture of left femur; faulty, defective
union, -with. very .hrge callus. Secondary osteoplasty.
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Patient, a brakemn, aged 28, injured on July 7th, 1897.
Was in some strange manner cauglit under the cowcatcher of a
locomotive, sustainiúg a fracture of right humerus, a compouind,
comniinuted fracture of left femur, besides several other severe
bodily injuries. For sonie days after injury his recovery was
doubtfu1. Finally, vhen reaction was f ully re-established, a large

slouigh forned over his riglt hip and frec suppuration commenced
at the seat of fracture of femur. It was said that the thighi and
the leg were so swollen and sensitive tlat no description of adjust-
ment could be tolerated for nearly a montI after injury.

Fia. 7e frec and Fia. 8-Showing lare
attacheti fraguents in fragment with exten-
the wound. sive attachm ents

A-Fracture of Tibia, pressed into position
onc piece connected. t fil in gaps. Sec

B-Fracture of Fible Connected picce (A) in
tibial Ira.-isrc.

Fi 9 -Shoing ie extreine degret of
delection nt point of fracture, oeith
inversion of the ankle.

W'hen le left the bed, at the end of ten -weeks, it was found
that there was much shortening and deformity, with quite entire -
loss of funetion in the limb.

The following Jime, 1898, lie was sent to me with directions
to undertake any procedure on the limb that might improve it.

When lie came under my care lie vas in good general health,
though in a melancholy frame of mind.

His organs were a1l sound, the deformed painful and useless.
limb alone being a source of distress to him. At no time since
the injury had lie been able to bear any weight on the foot. The
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knt-joint was quite comnpletely locked by adhesionîs, the licel being
drawn up and foot everted. The limnb, on measurement, was
found shortened 4 3-4 inches. The thigli was quite sharply bowed

outward, a large lump of. callus projecting outward over the seat

of fracture. On a casual inspection it seemed as though there was

uni n, but on critical examination it was evident that osseous

fusion wvas defective, as soine motion and crepication could be

detected over the site of fracture. The patient had corne to the

conclusion that he must have the i1mb amputated unless something
was done that night restore its use, and relieve hui of the con-

stint pain lie suffered wlien lie undertook to move about on

crut ches.
Before operation, he was anxious to secure from me a promise

that there w'as no danger and lie would have a good limb. This,
of course, was promptly refused. It was ny opinion, however,
tliat this vas an ideal instance to test tle full value of secondary
osteoplasty, and one, too, from whichi we might ho.pe for satis-

factory results.
Operation, on the Oth of June, -was commenced by pressing the

venous blood up into the trunk with Esmarch's bandage and coin-

pressing the femoral artery with an elastic constrictor, carried up
over the crest of the ilium, the nates and perineuin. A long, deep
incision was then made over the outer aspect of the callus, in the

long axis of the limb. Thon the large hyperostosis -was freely
denuded. We had not proceeded far before it was evident there
must be a large loss of blood, and that the condensed, massive

calhis had contracted, very deep and firm adhesions with the

sciatie nerve and the femoral-vessels.
The elastic constrictor but very inperfectly controlled the

circulation, and the new bone elements were exceedingly vascular,
so that on their detachnent blood issued through ini alarming
quantities. The greatest difficulty came througli the removal of

- the inner segment of the callus, which lay immediately under the

femoral artery, and was penetrated in various directions by large
vee-els passing deeply into its substance, the ends of the fragments

being loosely leld together by the callus. Th3 fracture had been

quite transverse, one fragm'ent riding over the other. The distal

fragment vas softened' by interstitial changes. Of this 1 1-2 in-

ches were cut a-way with an osteotome. About half an mch was

removed from the end of upper fragment. After this the ends of

fragments were drilled and easily brouglit together and retaned

by a thin wire suture. The wound, except at the lower end, vas
closed, abundant dressings applied and all covered by a plaster-of-
Paris casing. During the latter stage of the operation hypoder-

moclysis of a lialf gallon of warm salt solution was employed, and
I am convinced it averted mortal anemia.
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This younig inant made an excellent recovery, the ends of the
fragments renaining well in place, a mass of fibrous tissue form-
ing around thei. This latter undcerwent so imuci resorption thtt
the continuity of the shaft's surface was comparatively even. The
vire was left in sut'. The degrec of union was quite perfect wlien

lie left the hîcspital ten weeks after the operation. As the limb
reinained somnewhat veak when the entire body's weight was
thrown on it, a strong leather sheath aid brace were applied. To
.compenîsate for the shortening and the tendency to eversion of the
anide, a specially raised and braced shoe was inade. He is noiw
a. switchinan and only uses a cane when he walks a long distance.

M. Ollier notes the general unsatisfaetory results following

Fia. 10-Photograplh after recovery, showing degree of restoration
of outline, a renaining degree wcakening of peroneal

group of muscles and tendency to inward
inalintion ot the foot, near the heel.

'osteoplastie operation on the femur after fractures, and hence the
reason vhy the renarkable extent of recovery of function. in the
-case just recorded must be regarded somew'hat as an exception to
what we may expect, though it vill be observed it was not a pri-
mary case. Two instances have com. under my notice which
had been trehted in the service at Harlem Hospital, for compound
fracture of the femur; one, my own case, secondarily, to renove
a large eroded wire, vith necrotic bone. The sinuses closed after
this, but union remained defective. In the other case the sharp,
projecting ends of the fragments were sawn away and the limb
adjusted. No union resulted, and later the linb had to be amn-
puiated.
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DIscussioN.
Dr. M1ilton Jay: Prof. Manley has spoken of iany interest-

ing subjects relating to boue surgery, aud during the past ton
years more advancenient lias been made in thiis lino than in any
other department of surgery. In regard to the position of frac-
tured boncs, it is not particularly necessary that the fragments be
niet-ly approxiimated for the first few days. As a rule, the posi-
tion most comfortable to the patient, without too much angular
deforinity, is often better than an attempt to nicely adjust the
fragments imediately, provided always that we have made a
correct diagnosis as to the nature of the fracture, and the relative
position of the fragments, so that at the proper time we will have
to do no more than adjust the fragments and seenre fixation. In
order to iake tlie exact diagnosis of some cases of complicated
fractures, althoughi they are not compound, it becomes necessary
to imake nln external opcning, in order nlot only to correctly diag-
nose the fracture, but to remove a tendon, a nerve. or shred of
muscle or blood vessel that lias become imprisoned between the
ends of the fragments, and would prevent, or at least delay, bony
union; or to evacuate from the fractured imb effused fluid or
large quantities of blood, which, if allowed to remain, must sup-
purate.

Iu these days of antiseptic surgery we have 0no dread of ex-
ternal openings in fractured limbs; particularly ii this truc if we
can get a better understanding of the nature of the injury. Wlien
tlie proper time comes for bony union to take place, I very much
prefer to nicely adjust the fragments so that the limb will be in
normal position when bony union is complete, thian to give no
attention to position until bony union lias taken place, and then
resort to an operation to straighten the limb. We should keep a
.close watch on all fractures for a time after they seemingly have
united: the callus has not become osseous, anc after all fixation
lias been removed one set of muscles will contract more than the
counteracting set, and the limb will bend or crook at the seat of

fracture. *We only need ta continue fixation for a longer time,
in. such cases, to prevent deformity. In a comiinuted fracture,
w'here the bone is broken in two or more places, making three or
more fragments, you will find it seldom, if ever, that two or more
fractures in the same bone unite simultaneously; almost complete
union of one fracture vill take place before union of the other lias
no more than just commenced. The distal fracture may unite
first, or the proximal. In old cases of delayed or non-union of
fraetures, a limb should never be sacrificed unless there is no alter-
native; resect, remove a, portion, shorten, or resort to almost any
-expedient, but save as much of the linib as possible. When it is
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necessary to remove a portion of the shaft of a long boue, provided
the periosteum is intact, it is frequently not even necessary to
shorten the liiib, but fil the interstice from which the fragment
has beeu removed with declarified bone-chips or somne other asep-
tically'prepared porous substance, and the periosteum will fill the
gap with new bone. In fact, nature will do almost anything we
ask of lier in bone repair if we only treat lier fairly.

As to the osteoplastic operations referred to by Dr. Manley,
for the relief of the varions bone deformities, they are correct,
and embrace many of the interesting and valuable operations in
surgery, and as the relief from an unsightly deformity is always
appreciated by the sufferer, it is no detriment to the surgeon to be
able to perform those (the most of -which are not very difficult)
operations in surgery. Nothing is more unsightly to the eye of
a surgeon than a crooked and deformed human being, and it is
for the relief of this class of suffering lumanity that Dr. Manley's
paper has been treating.

Dr. A. I. Bouffleur: In listening to this paper, I have felt
that ve have had the subject pretty well presented, but there seems
to be sometliing of a tendency to imagnify the difficulties in regard
to treating fractures. My purpose in rising is simply to emplia-
size what I believe to be the important feature in the treatient
of fractures, and that is, above all things, that we should apply.
that element which is not aways present, namely, common-sense.
We hear of cases of one sort and cases of anotier innumerable,
and while it is true that upon different cases depends our practice,
yet while cases differ in their details, the results vill be practi-
cally the sanie if the principles u-aderlying all cases of fracture
are carried out. Fracture should be treated on principles and not
on notions-principles as to position, principles na to preservation
and protection of injured tissue, and not after the notion of some
individual operator. For -instance, the rule which Dra Jay lias
mentioned in regard to never moving the limb till you sec wvhat
nature is going to do, is all right as a principle, but, like all rules,
it has a number of exceptions. It is my own habit not to performn
primary operations, yet at the same time one of the conclusions
which I presented to this society a few years ago was that ve
should attempt to preserve injured limnbs, provided 'v2 could keep
them aseptic. , There are a number of doctors present :ho have
attemptèd to save limbs, and there have been funerals in that
viciniy. I, too, have lad that experience, in wrhich attempts have
been made to save li-nbs until the line of demarcation has been
formed, and that has been formed -when it was too late to save the
patient. Save limbs if we can, but do not save them too jate.
Dr. Jay said something about amputation just in time; that is a
dangerous proposition, as we are not all able to know just when
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tlat tine is. If you do not operate in time your patient will be
dead.

As to the treatment of fractures it seems to me we are going a
little too far when we say that the position of the limb has nothing
to do with the case in primary treatment. I do not believe that,
as there are so many compound injuries, where it is not so much
the question of the patient as the local area of soft tissues. In
this case we should so place the limb that the circulation of the
blood in that particular area would be favored; be it straight or
crooked, the limb should be bent and the practice should be to
favor the circulation. If it is the anterior part of the tibia, bend

Fo. IoFi t pret rc tred (esto Fio. 12-Case 7 af ter operation.

and shortening.

the tibia and make a kik in it anteriorly to relax the skzin until
the circulation of the part has been restored; this is common-sense.
If you hold it perfectly straighit, the swelling which would occur
incident to the traumnatism wrould naturally result in the necrosis
of that part. ,I thinki you -will recall instances of that ind when
the perforation through the skzin occurred niot on the -first day, but
two or three days aftor the injury fromt pressure on the necrosed
Parts. I look on angrular deformnity, when it occurs in mny own
praqctice, as improper treatment on mny own part. I kniow\ this is
somnethi-ng -which it is not usuial to owni upi to-mistakes which yo-u
make yourself ; it is. rather customary to apply the mistakze to
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the other fellow's case; but ve all have cases where there is not a
perfect position, and that is particularly true of tiose in which
the other part of the femur is involved. One of the earliest re-
sults in my treatment of fractures, whicli I thouglit were at all
poor, was'in the upper part of the fennur. I failed to appreciate
then, as wiell as I have since, the fact that you have little control
of the upper third of the femur. Our rule should not be to pay
attention to the upper part, but put the linib in a position which
corresponds with the upper part. If you have a fracture in this
case you will have to dress the other portion of the limb in a ver-
tical position. If it is the upper third you will sometimes find
a fragment projecting upward. I saw a case in which a doctor
had treated the lower part of the limb perfectly, but it was off at
an angle; the lower was perfectly straight, but there was recovery
with an angular deformity. The doctor should have put the lower
axis of the limb in the sanie direction as the upper one; you can
do it in most cases of injury to the thigh. If you cannot bring
the t-wo together in the dressing you eau in the position, and the
long fragment should be put in line with the short one, and not
vice versa. The older me abers will probably recall some of the
older teachers of surgery advising the placing a pad on the upper
fragment to keep it down in position.. There will be few cases-
of gangriene resulting from that.

The secondary osteoplastic operations are particularly iiter-
esting. I have my doubt about the general use of the term " osteo-
plastie operations," but its use for secondary procedure is gener-
ally recognized and there is no question at all but what we should
utilize it much more frequently than is done at present. It is the
field of surgery -which al of us, as we practise aseptie surgery,
should practise on orthopedics and in certain deformities. Al of
us should practise the art of correction of deformities, which eau
be done as'. ell, eI think, by the ganeral surgeon as by the ortho-
pedist.

Dr. Manley (closing the discussion): I realize that Dr. Tay
is very well up in osteoplastic surgery. There is one thing in
which he seema to have misunderstood me; that is, about-the in-
cision. The position I took was that the incision made merely
for the purpose of diagnosis in. fracture was not justified. The
doctor's argument has not at all touched that position. The doc-
tor has simply shown that where he believed there were blood-clots,
to cut down and remove the blood-clots is a therapeutie necessity,
which is entirely proper. Every time that we have doubts about
the character of a fracture, an exploration of the part is desirable;
but I doubt if it is justified on the grounds of diagnosis solely.

There is one thing that cannot be too clearly emphasized. I
knew a physician some years ago who had his house staff make th5
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iiutopsies. He visited the dead house and always wore kid gloves,
anîd lie was satisfied vith what lie saw to establish his opinions or
conclusions as to the pathological changes; but pathology cannot
be learned with the eye; it must be learned with the fingers also.
The doctor described a case where he saw a discolored foot, and a
careless physician would say that it inust come off ; but the trained
surgeon does not trust his eyes alon-he puts his hand on the
limnb and finds its warm. The fact was that there was nothing
seriously the matter with the limb, and it was restored.

I thoroughly coincide with the remarks of Dr. .Bouffleur.
There is one thing, however, to which le seems to attach too mucli
importance, which has led us into much trouble and which we
will have to unlearn; that is, this bugaboo about asepsis. If the
doctor will read the contribution which I speak of, from a Scotch
surgeon in the Glasgow Mfedical Journal of last month, he will
find a case where all kinds of grease and dirt got into an injured
Iimb; but while it is chemical dirt, it is not septie dirt, and the
liinbs make splendid recoveries. If the patient has a good con-
stitution to work on, you -will be al right. This thing about
asepsis is overwro'ught, and it has been one of the theories which
lias led to much confusion. I learned fron a young surgeon to-
day that le was mixed up on this question of asepsis. I do not
count cheinical asepsis of importance at all if the patient's gen-
eral condition is good and you can keep the part clean. With
reference to the angular deformity, I am very sorry for the doctor
(or any other.gentleman wlose practice is generally restricted to
surgery) that he has had to reproach himself because he should
not knowingly discharge a patient -with an angular deformity. I
have seen a few cases from the hands of reliable practitioners,
who assured ine that they discharged their patients with limbs
practically symmetrical, where the extent of the angular de-
fornity was five or six inches, and I gather that the patients were
rickety or syphilitie, or there vas something defective in. the pro-
cess of consolidation. I think we vill have to view it in that light,
unless we are prepared to prove our premises before a jury in a
civil suit. It may be somuetimes due to careless treatment, but
in a great many the trouble is constitutional, and the physician
is not responsible.
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COMPLICATIONS OF SUPPURATION OF MIDDLE EAR.*

BY J. M. MacCALLUM, M.D., TOR¯ONTO.

IN discussing the complications of suppuration of thel middle car,
I shall confine myself to the affections of the mastoid.

The mastoid commonly contaiiis a large number of air spaces
communicating with one another, continuous through the antrun
vith the middle ear, and lined by the saine inucous membrane.

Indeed, the middle ear is not a separate structure, but, like them,
merely an air space in the temporal bone. This continuity of
structure and of situation necessarily leads to their frequent in-
volvement in the suppurations of the middle ear. Their position
and sinall size renders it ahnost impossible for plis to escape fron
themn, and there results an abscess in the bone-originating, in the,
acute cases, very frequently, not in the antrun-but in the smaller
and more dependent spaces. If an acute abscess be not formed,
there is lef t behind granulation tissue which, lining the cavities,
especially the antrum, keeps up a chronie purulent discharge fron
the ear, and may at any moment lead to acute abscess. An ab-
scess here, as in other parts of the body, makes its vay out where
it finds the least resistance. That way out may be the external
cortex of the mastoid-the typical mastoid abscess; it may be the
superior cortex, the pus opening into the fossoe of the skull, pro-
ducing meningitis or cerebral abscess; it may be the posterior
wall, the signoid sinus being attacked, with resultant thrombosis
and the septie diseases which follow in its train, or the pus may
cause meningitis at the base, and cerebellar abscess.

Which one, or how many, of these results an abscess in the
mastoid may produce, no one can tell by any means other than
exploration of the mastold. The mero appearance of an abscess
on the external surface of the mastoid is no guarantee,jthough
it is too often assuined to be, that the pus has not at the same
time made its way into the cranial cavity. Yet, any or all of these.
serious complications may arise vithout any so-called abscess
formation in the mastoid. Indeed, it is when there are no note-
worthy symptoms, no outward signs. save a long-continued, it may
be intermittent -and scanty, discharge, that they seem most likely
to occur.

The narrow barrier of bone w1hicli walls off the cranial cavity
yields readily to the erosive process, even were ready paths for

Read before Toronto Modical Society.
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infection not presented by the sutures and nany minute foramina
through which vessels and nerves pass froin the middle car and
the mastoid spaces to the fossie of the skull.

Should the chronic process cause sclerosis rather than erosion
of the bone, the danger is but increased, for the bardened bone
offers greater resistance to the external exit of the pus. In such
cases cranial infection is most likely to occur, for experience shows
that when sclerosis attacks the mastoid process erosion is likely to
occur in fthe roof of the tympanum.

Scarlatinal Otitis Media-Intermittent Suppuration for Six
Years-Tlhrombosis of Signoid and Lateral Sinus-O peration-
Meningitis-Deah&.

Olive R., aged 9. Scarlet fever at three years, and inter-
iýittent discharge ever since from both ears. Five days ago the
discharge ceased, and she complained of pain across thé. forehead.
in the right ear and behind it, vomited about every halif hour and
had chills, bowels normal, some edema over right mastoid, änd
tenderness on pressure along the sterno mast>id muscle.. Dr.
Britton diagnosed mastoid abscess and sinus ti.ombosis, and sent
lier into the Children's Hospital, where she carne under My care.
There -wvas then some slight edema over the mastoid and tenderneÉs
ôi pressure, a line of deep tenderness and induration along the
boidei- of the sterno mastoid in its upper third. Optic dises and
pupillary reactions normal. She showed considerable irritability
When any attempt was made to examine lier. Temperatu-e, 104;
pulse, 136; respirations, 24. Some sliglt discharge was found
in the external meatus.

Assisted by Dr. Britton and Di'. F. N. G. Starr, I oponed the
mastoid. Half an inch posterior to tlhe external meatùs and on
a level with its centre was a fistula in the iastoid, fi-om which
iwelled up very foui watery pus. At the bottom of the abscess
ëävMity there lay a blackish yellow linear mass, the siginoid sinus.
The antruùm was then exposed, tli aditus enlarged to give free
'èi4rance into thé middle ear, aüd the attic scraped. The sinus
Was then exposed more fully and foiund collapsed and empty down
to the jugular bulb, while its upper portion was filled with a haid
blackish grey throinbus. The bone was then iemoved along the
iiper portion of the sinus, showing the mastoid vein to be thiom-
bosed, and the thrombus in the sinus itself to extend around the
knee into the lateral sinus. The sinus was.split open, and with a
curette passed along it, in the direction of the torcular HTerophilii,
tlie thrombus was scraped away until the blood flowed freely.

It was evident that there was a thrombus in the jugular bulb
or ini the veiij in th neck, for pressure upon it in the neck did
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not cause any blood to rogurgitate into the proximal portion of the
sinus. I was overruled by my colleagues in my desire to attack
the vein in the nec, and the operation was concluded in the
ordinary way. Pulse, 120; respirations, 26.
- During the afternoon the patient was restless but fairly con-
fortable. Towards evening she suddenly became worse, the head
drawn towards the let, eyes turned to the loft, respiration irre-
gular, mouth drawn out-wards, slightly upwards and to the right,
convulsive movements of arms and legs, meningitic cry-death.

The sudden cessation-of discharge followed by pain in the car
and lead, vomiting and chills, are symptoins vhich may indicate
the supervention of sinus thrombosis, abscess of the brain, or mon-
ingitis. i thrombosis, the chills are usually both more frequont
and. more severe, the temperature higher, .and the pulse more fre-

*quent than in brain abscess. The diagnosis was aiso strengthened
by two other factts, viz., the line of tenderness along the edge of
the. sterno mastoid, due to involvement of the external jugular,
and the slightness of the edema, for mastoid edema is less in
thrombosis than in truc mastoiditis, because in the former case it
is mechanical, while in the latter it is inflammatory. The great
difficulty in diagnosis is that -with the otitis there may be not nas-
toid abscess alone, but niastoid abst ess combined with sinus throm-
bosis, brain abscesF, and meningitis, any one or all of them. The
thronbosis may obscure both the abscess and the. meningitis, so
that it is wise to give a guarded diagnosis and a very guarded
prpgnosis. Meningitis differs from thrombosis in that the tem-
perature is constantly high-there are no remissions in it. If
basal, it wil manifest itself in the retraction of the head and neck,
and in involvement of the intracranial nerves.

When one thinks how close the sigmoid sinus lies to the in-
fected middle car, antrum and mastoid cells, and how freely the
minute veins of these areas communicate with it, one wonders not
that it becomes thrombosed oftener than any other sinus, but that
it escapes so frequently. In this case nearly six years elapsed
before infection reached the sinus-six years during which the
only sign of disease was a discharge from the car, se slight as to
cause practically no uneasiness to the parents and no inconveni-
ence to the patient.

One may conclude that the sinus was exposed by a gradual
.process of erosion, and then infected, but the sinus may at any
time be infected while yet a thick,, ha-rd mass of bone lies between
it and the infected mi.ddle ear oir mastoid spaces. Infection, thon,
travels along or within the minute veins of these areas, wlich
communicate with the sigmoid sinus. For this reason, I believe
;that no mastoid operation-certainy none in chronic mastoiditis
-is complete until the sigmoid has been exposed and its condition
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accurately deterinined, as well as that of its groove. Another
reason for advocating this procedure is that the sinus may,
thougli patent, be a source of infection, that is to say, the thron-
bus nay not conpletely occlude the lumen of the sinus, or a
channel may have reformed through the occluding sinus. In
either such event, there inay readily exist in the sinus a focus of
infection without any niarked signs of venous obstruction, but
nerely the systemic phenomena.

Acute Mastoiditis-Leplomeningitis-Death.

Ethel E., aged 6. At the end of June, 1899, had high fever
and great pain in lier left car. After two days the ear began to
discharge, and has run freely ever since. On the evening of July
31st, there appeared swelling in front of and behind the ear-the
neatus itself filled with thick, yellow pus. She was sent to the

hospital on August 1st, when temperature was 102, pulse 105,
respirations, 30.

Operation, August 2nd, disclosed pus making its way out of a
sinus in the mastoid cortex, 1-2 inch posterior to external. meatus
in cleaaing out the abscess casJty, the sigmoid sinus .was exposed
for an inch and found to be covered with granulations, but as there
was no evidence of any disease -within it, it wras not opened, but
the granulations removed withi iodoform gauze;, the operation
was then -finished by cleaning out the -antrum.

I was called out of town early neýxt morning, and did not see
the patient again until a few minutes before hier death. The
house surgeon noted on lier history paper that she had a very good
night, but in the morning her t was subnormal, 95 F.
At seven, the note is that she had been very quiet ail day. Tein-
perature, 97.3; pulse, 130; respirations, 34. At half-past ten
the patient vas seized with vomiting, and immediately afterwards
the respiration changed, there was spasmodic twitchings of the
arms and legs, especially of the extensors; head was drawn to-
wards the right side; pupils contracted, but responded to light-
no strabismus.

I saw lier about an hour later-there ,vas then some rigidity
of the muscles of the neck. The respiration was a modified
Oheyne-Stokes, viz., a deep sighing breath,- a shorter one-a still
shorter and shallower one--then a long pause-a deep bieath
again, and so on repeated. McEwen tells us that this form of
respiration occurs in suppurative leptomeningitis when the cere-
bellar fossa is involved, or when the meningitis affects the me-
dulla in the fourth ventricle. The rigidity of the head and neck,
and the muscular twitchings, confirm the idea that meningitis
liad spread over the base of the brain and involved thé medulla
and cord. -
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Subnorinal temperature usually indicates brain abscess, but
posl-orten exainiation bas showi it to occur when there had
been meningitis alone.

Bilateral iMastoiditis-Left Pacial Paralysis.
Female, aged 2. Scarlet fever in December, discharge fron

both ears. Mfastoid swelling on riglit side. Mastoid opened and
scraped out, during vhich the dura mater was exposed in posterior
fossa. Temperature remained at 104 after the operation. The
scalp around the wound becaie infected, thickened and red, but
the infected area was so snall that one could scarcely think it the
sole cause of the pyrexia. In trying to examine the eyes, it was
noticed that the child could not close the left eye, the left cheek
was flaccid, the labio-nasal fold obliterated. Fhiid ran out of the
left angle of the mouth. When the child cried, the mouth was
drawn to the right. There was no paralysis of the arns or legs.

The question at once arose, Was the facial paralysis cortical
or was it due to disease in the left car _fHad the riglit mastoid
abscess affected the cortex and face centre? Against the idea of
brain abscess was the fact that the temperature -was high and the
pulse rapid. There were no other signs of meningitis, optic dises
were normal. On the other hand, there was on the left side no
muastoid swelling, no sign of tenderness on pressure, but the dis-
charge from the left side had almost stopped. The bone over the
riglit temporo-sphenoidal lobe was removed, but there were no
signs of any morbid process there, so that attention was turned
to the left side. At the first incision into the bone, granulations
were exposed. These were removed and the antrum reached.
The granulations being scrapcd away, the aquaductus Fallopii was
found open, just where it passes around the floor of the aditus,
exposing the facial nerve and accounting for the facial paralysis.

In children, this canal is more superficial than in àdults, so
that facial paralysis occurs more frequently in them.

The inability to close the eyelids and the greater completeness
of the paralysis characterizes that due to peripheral involvement
of the nerve, and distinguishes it from central facial paralysis.

Scarlet Fever.-Abscess Opening on External Cortex and on
inner side of tip of lfastoid.

Hai-ry W., aged 9, referred by Dr. Machell. Four weeks
after onset of scarlet fever left car began to discharge-pain-
mastoid edemua extending down into neck. Parents refused radi-
cal operation, but permitted incisions over the mastoid and beloiv
tie angle of the jaw where there seemed to be fluctuation. No
relief was given by this procedure, but after ten days of fighting
-with the parents, .they at length consented to operation. The
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iastoid vas completely riddled, and the ontire cortex and tip of
mastoid had to be removed. An opening was found in the inner
surface of the tip of the mastoid, through which pus had found its
way down anong the deep muscles of the neck, and had eroded
and blackened the boue on this inner side. To the posterior side
ôf the mastoid, granulation tissue had reached the sigmoid sinus,
but its walls were not involved. The antrum was opened and
scraped free from granulations. The abscess cav'ities in the bone
and in the deep tissues of the ne were dressed in the usual way,
and went on to an uneventful recovery.

How quickly and how comnpletely scarlet fever may destroy
the mastoid is àhown by this case, in which practically the whole
process was ablated. The pus had found its way out through the
mastoid in two places-on the external cortex, and on the inner
side of the tip; yet the first incisions made, while giving exit to
the pus, in no way relieved the patient, for the spontaneous open-
ings in -the boue were so situated that pus still accumulated in the
tip of the mastoid. Nor had these spontaneous openings in the
boue in any way tended to safeguard the sinus, for it was found
covered with granulation tissue, and, at any moment, this patient
inight have developed sinus thrombosis, with all its septic possi-
bilities, meningitis or abscess of the brain.

The general condition and the temperature-98.4 and 99 in
four-hourly chart-in no wayindicated the presence of such a mass
of pus and so great destruction of bone.

One should never be satisfied with a mere exit for the pus.
Too nany vital structures are too close to the abscess cavity to
permit one to think of anything but the most radical surgical
procedure, with the condition of things exposed plainly to view.

This case shows also ho-w the sole manifestation of a mastoid
abscess may be pus low down in the neck.

13 Bloor Street West.

A CASE OF JACKSONIAN EPILEPSY IN WHICH THE
PAROXYSMS WERE CONTROLLED BY

CHLORETONE.

B1Y W. T. PARRY, M.D., TORONTO, ONT.

Miss I. M., fifteen years of age. has been afflicted with epilepsy
for five years; she has frequently had as many as twelve or thir-
teen attacks within twenty-four hours. A peculiar feature of the
case is the invariable occurrence of a spasm on awakening,
whether by day or night

At first the, convulsive movenents were limited to the muscles
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of one side· of the face, but the affected area becane gradually
more extended until at times the entire body was iuvolved. How-
ever, an ordinary attack is chiefly evident in the muscles of tho
face, neek, shoulder and arm, vithout any apparent loss of voin-
sciousness.

In the treatment of this case the drugs usually indica.ted
were persistently tried vith no beneficial results. Finally Chlor-
etone was administered, and under its influence there, was a ecs-
sation of the convulsions for ten days. The drug was then dis-
continued for the purpose of determining if the improvement
could be ascribed to its action; -whereupon two spasms occurred
the second night thereafter. The patient -was now placed upon
Chloretone in full doses.

During a period of thirty days she had but two convulsions,
and these occurred during a tenporary withdrawal of the Chlore-
tone. The results that I obtained with Chloretone in this oase
have been very encouraging, as by no other remedial agent -was
the number of seizures reduced to less than five in twenty-four
hours. ,

Fish as Brain Food.-The popular notion that fish is a brain
food, rich in phosphorus, is a myth-a pleasant conception 'with
no physiological basis to rest upon. There is less phosphorn' in
fish than in beef or wheat, and that food which is best for the body
is best for the brain. The origin of the conception is attributed
to the German scientist, Prof. Moleschott, who forty years ago
wrote this epigrammnatie expression: " Without phosphorus, no
thought." The great Agassiz, in an address in favor of a fish
commission, with other considerations used the same idea, and
urged that because of the intellectual activity of our people fish
culture was demanded. When asked what gave him this idea, lie
replied: "Dumas, the French chemist, once suggested to me that
filsh contained considerable phosphorus, and might on that account
be especially good for food; and you know the old saying 'without
phosphorus, no thoùght '-I simply put the two together.» *After-
wards Mark Tw'ain, by his famous joke in the Galaxy, advised a
method of its practical application t.hat travelled around the world
and burst the empty bubble: " Young author-Yes, Agassiz does
recommend authors to eat fish, because the p1osphorus in it makes
brains. So far you are correct. But I cannot help you to a
decision about the amount you need to eat, at least, with certainty.
If the specimen composition you send us is about your fair, isual
average, 'I should judge that .perhaps a. couple of whales would
belall you would ,w.ant for the present. Not the largest kind, but
simply good, middling-sized whales."-James P. Lynde, ini a
paper read before. the Mass.. Agricultural Society.-T1îe Dieclic
and H ygienic Gazette.
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jCínica[ MAedícne. * A=l ..

ON THE TREATI1ENT OF PNEUMONIA.

BY SIR SAMUEL WILKS, BART., M.D.,
Late President of the College of Physicians, etc.

Conr~o as pneuinonia is, it is very remarkable how often it
is overlooked. In the course of a long experience I should say
that its non-recognition is of very frequent .occurrence. Consid-
ering the very marked symptoms and physical signs which it
presents, the ease with which the student can learn to get it up
(so that I had long ceased to ask for a description of pneumonia
at the examination), it is difficult to say why in practice it so
often escapes notice. One reason must be that some students
have left their hospital without any practical knowledge, and
therefore they necessarily fail to recognize even so marked a
disease as pneumonia. They have learned a description of this
disease as found in books or at lectures; but this is given in the
inverse method to that required at the bedside, where they Must
first appreciate symptoms and allow these to lead the.m to the
true nature of the complaint. Or it may be that the disease is
overlooked from carelessness and therefore from want of exam-
ination. Those least liable to mistakes& are the men who male it
a iule to examine thoroughly -all their- patients. When the
disease \has been overlooked, aiid I hav e suspected it,. my first
remark has been, "Why this hurried breathing or imperfect
movement of the chest " and have added, " Laying bare the chest
and looking at the action of respiration should be one of the first
observations made, if any pulmonary affection be suspected." In
the absence of its recognition I have seen ordinary pneumonia
called fever, iîflamination. *of the brain, delirium tremens, and
many other complaints. It is also often overlooked as a compli-
cation of heart disease anbd other chronie disorders. I have also
reason to beliave that some 'patients have passed through the whole
course of pneumonia and have recovered without the medical
mani having had any suspicion of it. This is rather a serious
experience, seeing that thére is no class of diseases more import-
ant for the studernt Io recognize than those of the -éhest, in con-
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sequence of his frequent power of curing them by topical means.
The diagnosis of a pleuritic effusion may save the patient froin a
speedy dcath, and the recognition of a local empycma may be
the ineans of restoring him to health. I have in my mind three
or four cases of this kind which were absolutely cured by a
surgical operation, when the subjects of it had been previoisly
condemned to die of consumption.

My own first 1zuowledge of treating disease was f rom Addison,
who was the leading light and teacher for many years at Guy's.
The routine nmethod in all iflamnmatory diseases-in fact, in al
affections wh']ose naies ended in " itis "-was the administration
of a saline mixture with an antiplhlogietic pill composed of
calomel, antimon*y, and opium; the antiinony wvas sometimes
omitted and the doses of opium and mercury modified according
to circumstances. Whatever doubts I may entertain as to the
value of antiuiony in inflaminatory affections generally, I have
none with regard to opium. I Iearned to give it from my master,
and continued the practice ever since. I have the firmest belief
in its powers of arresting or controlling inflanumtory action. I
cannot doubt this when I witness a dose of laudanum at once
stop a sore7 throat, and sec a rapidly spreading ulcer on the leg
quickly heal as soon as the patient takes opium. Just as this
drug.lowers or retards the natural functions and secretions of
tlh< body with other tissue changes, so it tends to arrest morbid
processes or those unnaturally set up in various parts of the
body. The most tiemarkable fact connected. vith this drug is
the citeumstance of its being so often put aside for very poor
substitutes. When meeting medical men in consultation in case§
of pneumonia, I very rarely find it given, and, on asking why
not, the usual answer has been that there was no indication for
its use, there being no pain and no insomnia. It was quite the
exception to find any younger man know of opium as a real
remedy, or of its being antiphlogistie according to the old
phraseology. In the memoirs of the older Iouis Napôleon it is
mentioned, when at the end of the eighteenth century influenza
was raging in Paris, that he suffered severely from the epidemic.
Opium was given him several tines a day by Corvisart; the
complaint was cut short, and in a few days the Prince w'as well
again. I might add that Sir William Gull ordered opiun in
pleumonia up to his last days. Just as I have seen opium
beneficial, so I believe many of its substitutes are very depressing.
Séarcely oùe of these products made in the chemical laboratory,
and -which act so po'werfully on the nervous system, but have a
depressant effect dn the heart's action. As a matter of safety
vhen long continued none of them can be compared vith

opium, which may be taken with impunity for years withoût
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any serious consequences. This could not be said of other
sublstancCs.

What, thon, it nay be asked, is the best treatment which I
have witnessed for the cure of pneuonia? I should naturally
say, that which agrees best with my own views. When I se. a
patient with pneuionia taking a dose of saline . and five
grains of Dover's powder every four hours I an satisfied, or if
lie have bronchial complication some carbonate of ammonia
instead of the simple saline. A very favorite method of treat-
ment is to keep the patient in a jacket covered with wool or warmn
fotientation; of this I have also approved, as it acts as a warn
bath, producing perspiration, and in this way is very useful. I
never but once applied cold to the chest, and in that actual hari
resulted. Blisters, I believe, are harmful. I hav, seen two or
three patients bled, and they all recovered. As regards thei mass
of practice w%'hich I have witnessed, there lias been little uni-
formity about it. Every man lias been a free-lance, and treated
thue case according to his own views, these being regarded by hin
as the most rational or scientific. I renember seeing two cases
on one afternoon in different parts of the town which were as
mucli alike as the circunstances and the complaints could make
then; the one was on saline medicine and low -diet, the other was
taking carbonate of ammonia, brandy, and plenty of nourishment.
The ralionale of the latter treatment was due to the lowness of the
patient. For this expression I have the greatest contempt, as it
reininds nie of a doctor in large practice who, during the Toddian
heresy, gave brandy to all his patients because they were all vu k.
In a case of pneumonia following whooping-cough in a voung
girl I found the doctor, an intelligent young inan, giving strych-
nia, as le did not wish, lie informed me, to treat the broncho-
pneumonia, but strike at the root of the disease. For this he gave
the remedy, as it was now understood that whooping-cough was
a nervous affection. I remenber another gentleman so impressed
with bis scentific method of treating pneumonia that lie published
the case for the edification of his medical brethren. Ie described
how he began with his antipyrin to mitigate the fever, thien digi-
talis to lower the pulse; this was followed by an expectorant, and
afterwards bronide to allay irritation, ending with nux vonica
as a tonic for the lung. I am unable to lay my hand on the
journal for reference, but I belive two or three other medicines
were administered at their proper stages. This gentleman was
so intensely satisfied with his method that I asked him if he vere
a homeopathist, and lhe assured e thiat -he knew nothing of their
system or their doctrines. I quite, however, believe there are
born honeopathists 'who have evolved the method out of their
own consciousness. It seems much more d:ffleult for most people
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to follow an empirical metho'd and give a mnedicine solely 011
account of its known value than to administer a drug vith a reason
attached to it even if it be of doubtful efficacy. .The public also
mostly require the latter method before accepting the remedy.
The variety of treatment -which I have witnessed nay, of course,
have been often adopted on truly rational grounds, dependent on
the nature of the case, whether, for example, the pneumonia was
simple or a manifestation of influenza, where the heart's action
has much to do vith the result. Variable as I have seen the
treatment, it nay be said tiat it is nowadays more or less of the
sustaining or supporting character compared with the depletiug
one of former years. The remedies w'ere then of a kind to expel,
extract, or knock down the disease, and therefore bleeding, cup-
-ping, and leeching -were in vogue, together with purges and eniet-
ics accompanied by other powerful drugs; now the prevailing
effort is to keep the patient up, and remedies supposed to have
that effect are all in favor. The public participates in this view,
and therefore the most potent dose of medicine which the chemist
can offer is when quinine, iron, strychnia, and cod liver oil can be
rolled into one. The effect of this change of treatment suggested
one of the most extraordinary notions that ever entered the mind
of the physician, and that is that the constitution of human beings
must have altered to accoûnt for it, or, in other words, that man
who had inhabited this globe for ages had in the middle of the
nineteenth century undergone a complete change, and all this
within the period of thirty or forty years, or during the lifetime
of any ordinary practising physician. The only moral I can
draw from this extraordinary belief, .possessing not the slightest
foúndation in fact, is the simplicity of character and strong faith
that men like Latham, Watson and Stokes must have had in their
therapeutic art; so that they verily believed that Nature had
changed to account for their different experience. Dr. Latham
at the latter part of his life uttered his regrets that medical treat-
ment had been retrograding for the previous twenty years, and
that its place was giving way to pathology. I need scarely say
that I have not te slightest synpathy with such an opinion, be-
lieving that pathology and therapeutics must go hand in hand.
When I witness the cures of many :orms of epilepsy and paralysis,
and the vast improvement in the cure of consumption, I cannot
but remember how the one was due to the discovery of syphilitic
gummata in post-mortem room, and the other to the discovery of
the bacillus of tubercle in the physiological and. pathological
laboratory.-The Practilioner. A.
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DUSTING POWDERS IN DISEASES OF THE SKiN.

nY nAVID WAIS1, ?t.D.

DusT1ixG powders are chiefly useful in all periods of life in the
treatment (a) of inflamed folds of skin, or intertrigo, in groin,
armpit, and so on; (b) of excoriated and -weeping surfaces; (c)
of open ulcers.

(a) These eczematous inflainations of opposed folds or areas
1f skin are often due to seborrhea, or to parasitie fungi. They
are common in the groin, armpits, bends of arms or legs, perineum,
about the scrotum and buttocks, between the mamme, and creases
of the skin of neck and belly in stout persons.

The writer bas found the best powders for this condition are
made of starch, with oxide of zinc, or calamine, and an antiseptic
in the shape of boracie acid (3j or 5 ij to the ounce), salicylie acid
(grs x. to the ounce) or Europhen (5 ss or 5j to the ounce). The
last mentioned is an odorless substitute for iodoform. The addi-
tion of a little calomel is often useful.

(b) Excoriated surfaces, result from injury, or from an irri-
tant which may attack the skin from without, or according to the
writer's theory of excre.tory irritation, either from within (a).
A true eczematous condition, that is, a catarrhal weeping inflam-
ination of the skin without obvious cause, is probably an extremely
rare condition. In any case the object of the powder is to pro-
tect, to absorb discharge, and act as an astringent, to provide an
antiseptic and aseptic application, and indirectly to form an arti-
ficial scab, and thus immitate the natural processes of healing.

Starci is one of the best drying applications to a moist inflain-
inatory surface. Another excellent application is the coinpound
powder of chalk. Slight astringency is obtained by adding zinc
oxide or carbonate (calamine) and antiseptic action by boracic
acid, salicylie acid or Europhen. Calomel is a good powder for
nbroken skin, but is apt to do damage in a moist or discharging

,skin, possibly owing to the. formation of a perchloride. Its use
is strongly indicated, however, in syphilitie rashes about the but-
tocks of children. Kaolin (a silicate of ahumina) is apt to irri-
tate some skins, but can be used with a tar preparation. Iodo-
lorm, besides its 'unpleasant smell, has the disadvantage of setting
-up an acute dermatitis in some persons who have a predisposition
against the drug, and other vehicles of active agents are rice,
:arrowroot, orris root, lycopodium, and talc.
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For a simple excoriated surface:
Calaminoe ................... ........... .
Europhei ............. ,......... ....... .
A nyli, ad................................ 3j.

»M. ft. pulv.

(c) Opei ulcers, whether specific or non-specific, are often
greatly benefited wvith dusting powders. Certain precautions are
needed. Boracic and salicylic acids often cause great pain.
Calomel is rarely safe to apply to any but the syphilitic sore,
whether liard or soft. Iodoform is excellent for both uleers,
whether specific or non-specifie. Europhen is sonewhat less
active as a substitute, but has not the ofensive smell of iodoform
A plan used by the vriter in treating noii-specific ulcers is to in-
corporate a bland powder (e.g., starch and boracie acid) with a
pad of absorbent boracic wool, applied as a dry dressing. The
usual way of applying these external applications is to dust the
material on with a swan's down pad or pledget of cotton wool;
or it may be peppered over the surface from a small dredger. One
of the most satisfactory ways of procuring prolonged contact -with
the skin is by Unnà's plan, by which the powder is sewn up in
long, flat bags, and bandaged to the skin.-Medical Press an.d
circulaA. r.

INTESTINAL ANTISEPTICS.*

BY BURNEY YEO, M.D., F.R.C.P.LOND.,
Professor of Miedicine at King's College, London; Senior Physician to King's College Iospital.

INTESTINAL antiseptics and evacuants have for a long time been
in use without the rationale for their use being known. The old
blue or calomel pill, together with the black draught which dissi-
pated the spleen and the vapors for our forefathers are instances
to the point. I intend to consider the subject under four head-
ings: (1) What is the scope of antiseptics? (2) What is the
scientific basis for their use? (3) Under iwhat conditions-are they
applicable? and (4) what are the means of applying intestinal
antiseptics? With regard to (1), the medical use of antiseptics
is difierent to the surgical use. The surgeon no-wadays aims
rather at asepsis than at antisepsis. But in medicine, as con-
cerned with the intestinal contents, asepsis is impossible. We
must, if possible, prevent, or at any rate autagonise, auto-intoxica-
tion--:e., intoxication of the organism withi the products of diges-
tion. With regard to (2), it must be remembered that certain

* Abstract of paper read beforo British Medical Association, Portsmouth, Auguo,
1899.
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bacilli are only harmful in the presence of putrefaction or other
abnormnal condition. The bacillus coli, for instance, is a normal
inhabitant of the intestine, and'under ordinary circumstances is
liarmless. If, however, the bowel becomes abnormal in any way
owing to catarrh, long-continued constipation, or sonetimes in-
jury, the bacillus coli scens to take on a virulent action. *When
associated with the bacillus typhosus it lias the po-wer of intensify-
ing the virulence of the latter. The experinients of Dieulafoy with
the bacillus coli when talcen froni an appendix, the cavity of which
had got shut off from the rest of the bowel, and the saine organism
when taken from the normal nucous membrane of the bowel,
show that the former is virulent, the latter not so. As, then, the
virulence of intestinal bacteria depends upon their environment,
so by modifying that invironment it is reasonable to suppose that
we can modify their virulence. With- regard to (3), intestinal
.antiseptics are indicated in gastrie catarrh and fermentative dys-
pepsia. Grange recommends in cases of summer diarrhea the use
of plain boiled and cooled water. He claims that the use of this
dilutes the toxins. There are inany other conditions to which
fermentative dyspepsia and auto-intoxication give rise. Such
are dyspepsia, chest pain simulating angina pectoris, vertigo,
aphasia and anemia. Even pernicious anemia had been con-
sidered by some observers to depend upon some toxin which ex-
erted a hemolytie action. There are three other diseases in which
the use of intestinal antiseptics is rational-nanmely, cholera, dys-
entery, and typhoid fever. Of the first two I have had no prac-
tical experience, but with regard to typhoid fever I have for some
years advocated and practised the use of intestinal antiseptics.
Typhoid fever often exhibits symptois of being due to a mixed
infection, and this may explain the extraordinary variations in
the severity of cases. I can recall instances in which the use of
a chlorine and quinine mixture given every two or three hours
has been attended with most marked, results for the better in cases
of typhoid fever. So, also, in some cases of indefinite febrile
afections accompanied by rise of temperature, furred tongue,
and foul-smelling stools, the use of thymol by the mouth, together
with irrigation of the large bowel by eucalyptoi, olive oil, and
soap-and--water administered in the knee-chest position, had ren-
dered the patients -vell. I am not able to say to wlat exact disease
this condition was due, but I think that whether the original in-
fection had been by typhoid fever or influenza, the condition
which I was calledupon to treat -was due to the action of the ba-
cdlus coli in an abnormal environnent. With regard to (4),
the various intestinal antiseptics are: water boiled and cooled,
caloniel and salines, 1goth of great value in the early stages of
typhoid fever. - Salicylate of bismuth and carbolic acid are both
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useful. As to the latter, I remember a case published recently in
the Lancet by Dr. G. Williams, where a patient suffering froi
typhoid fever took by mistake one ounce of carbolie acid. He
had, of course, to be treated for the toxic effects, but recovered
from them with his typhoid fever nuch lessened. Salol is very
tncertain. Eucalyptol and thymol are both good, and irrigation
of the large bowel in such cases as I have mentioned was a neces-
sity. Patients, especially in typhoid fever, must not be overfed.
I would conclude with a iwarning against the production of the

.modern manufacturing che-mist who sets up to teach the clinical
physician.-Medical Press and Circîdar. A. I'r .

SOFT SOAP TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOUS AFFECTIONS.

Fon the last thirteen years Prof. Albert Hoffa, of Wurtzburg, lias
been using soft soap innuction in all forms of local tuberculous
affection, and in Muncl. Med. Voch., September, 1899, lie reports
his experience. TISe soft soap inunction, it should be said, is
always used as an adjunet to the ordinary general treatient.
The case treated consisted of spondylitis tuberculosis of the
hip, Iees, foot and elbow, as well as of tbe glands and skin,
and he claims that the effect has been good. It is said to be
wonderful to observe the difference in the results obtained between
cases treatedwith and thosewithout the soap innction, Under the
influence of the soft soap treatment, the generai condition of the
patient and the appetite rapidly improve, the tuberculous joint
swellings rapidly become smaller, fistulS close up quickly, and
glandular swellings subside. Wonderful results are seen, espe-
cially in the multiple tuberculous diseases of bones ï 1 joints, and
children already muci reduced. As regards the selection of the
preparation of soap it is to be remarked, according to the author,
the only kind suitable is the sapo kalinvenali kept in the shops,
which is prepared from linseed oil and, crude caustic potasli with-
out spirits of wine, and which always contains a small excess of
caustie potash and its carbonate. The author rubs in 25 to 40
gris. of this soap two or three times a week, and lets it lie on half
an hour, at the end of *which time it is washed off with a sponge
and warm water.

As regards the mode of action of the soap the author confirns
the ruling view, among others, that of Rollmann, that under the
influence of the· soap treatment the injurious .lactic acid circu-
lating in the system becomes neutralised, and that the alkaliaity
of the blood is increased. The increase in the alkalescence caused
increased tissue change, and this acts favorably on the gereral
condition and especially on the affected parts.-Medical Press and
gircular. .xr
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF I1EDICAL DEONTOLOGY
OR 1EDICAL ETHICS.

B virtue of the Ministerial Deeree of June 11th, 1898, an
International Congress, dealing exclusively with economical and
-ethical questions, is convoked. It will hold its first sitting at the
Palace of Congresses and of Social Economy, situated within the
Exhibition Grounds, Paris, on June 23rd, 1900. After the
inaugural ceremony the Congress will 'neet at the Faculty of Med-
icine, 12, Rue de l'Ecole de Medecine, Boulevard St. Germain,
-and continue its sittings till July 28th.

By virtue of the Ministerial Decree of December 19th, 1898,
a Commission of Organization for the Congress was appointed.

Dr. L. Lereboullet, Member of the Academy of Medicine and Gen-
eral Secretary of the General Association of the Medical Prac-
titioners of France, is the President. The Vice-Presidents arc
Dr. Robert Jamin, President of the Medical Society of the Ninth
District of Paris and Vice-President of the Syndicate (or Union)
of the Paris and Suburban Medical Practitiôners; and Dr. Le
Baron, founder of the Syndicate of the Medical Practitioners of
the Departnent of the Seine. Dr. Jules Glover, 37, Rue du
Faubourg Poissonniere, Paris, is the General Secretary, ànd the
Conmission comprises such well-known and eminent medical men
.as Dr. Brouardel, Dean of the Paris Faculty of Medicine; Dr.
-Bergeron, Dr. Cornil, Dr. Napias, Dr. Albert de Blond, etc., etc.

FIRST SECTION.

The Relations of Medical 3fen anc Collectivities.

Dr. Cuylits, formerly Secretary of the Brussels Medical Union, will report
on the Relations between Medical Men and Benefit Societies. It is also
proposed that the following questions should be discussed in this Section:

1 The Laws governing the Exercise of Medicine.
2. The Relations of Medical Men and the Organizations for the Relief of the

Poor workhouse infirmaries, hospitals, dispensaries, etc.
3. The Economical Position of Medical Officers of Health.
4. The Itelations of Medical Men and. the Judiciary Authorities, expert

ovidence, professional secrecy, etc.
5. The Relations of Xledical Men with other collectivities than State or

Mlunicipal collecti-vities, such as Railway, Insurance, and Industrial or Mining
Companies, Provident or Benefit Societies, Private Charities, etc.
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SECOND SECTION.
Tle Relations of Medical Men and Iidividuals.

Dr. Descouts, Professor of Forensic Medicine, vill report on the UlIegal
Exercise'of Medicine, This Section is invited to discuss the auestion of medical
fes; the Privileges of the Medical Practitioner; and th^e relations of the
Practitioner wibh inurses, midwives, dispensing cheinists, nanufacturers of
surgical apparatus, etc., and with quacks.

THIRD SECTION.

'he Relations of Medical Men ivth Pellow Medical Jlen (Medical Deontcolopl).

Reports will be read by Dr. Grasset, Dean of the Medical Faculty of
Montpellier, on the Fundamental Principles of Medical Deontology ; by Dr.
Pollak, of Vienna, on the Organization of Chambers of Medicine and the
Results Attained iii the Countries where these ixist; by Professor Jendrassik,
on the Organization of Medical Leagues in Hungary; aud by Mr. Adolphe
Snith on Qhe Organization of Medical Unions iii Great Britain.

Questio< submitted for discussion: Consultations, Cliniques and Medical
Institutions, Locum Tenens, Sale of Medical Practices, Orders or Guilds,
Chambers, Syndicates or Unions of Medical Men, and the Relations bctwoen
Medical Men of different Nationalities.

FOURTE SECTION.

Professional Orjanization of Insurance, Muîtual Assidance, am Defenc.

Dr. Lande, of Bordeaux, will report on Insurances for the Help and Relief
of Medical Men. Dr. Porson, of ,Lantes, will report on Organizations for
Professional Defence. The Section vill be invited to diseuss the questions of
Insurance for Medical Mon against Sickness or Infirities, of the creation of
a Pension Fund, a Fund for the Succor of the Widows and Orphans of Medical
Men, etc.

Dr. J. G. Adani, of Montreal, will be pleased to furnish ail
further information upon this subject.

THE 1900 MEETING CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

THE Canadian Medical Association this year svill convene in
Ottawa on September 12th, 13th and 14th. There is eveeything
in favor of the century gathering being the biggest on record. A
Most enthusiastie meeting of the profession in and around Ottawa
was held recently, and a large sum of money subscribed for the
entertainment of visiting members, making it a certainty that
those in attendance vill have, if possible, even a better time thian
they have ever had before in the Capital City. The President, Dr.
R. W. Powell, has recently heard from Mr. Edmund Owen, of
London, England, the gratifying information that he will deliver
the address in Surgery. We urge upon all the advisability of
turning out next September to a man, and making the 1900 meet-
ing of The Canadian Medical Association the best yet.
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THE ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Tr. date of this year's meeting of the Ontario Medical Associa-
tion lias been chauged to June 6th and 7th. The sessions will be
conducted at the Educational Department, Gould Street, Toronto.
Dr. L. Barker, of Johns Hopkins University, will read the paper
in Medicine, and Dr. Luke Teskey will open the discussion in
Surgery. The subject of Inter-Provincial Registration will be
discussed at one of the general sessions, the subject being intro-
<uced by Dr. J. A. Williams, of Ingersoll. Intending speakers
should communicate at once vith Dr. Harold Parsons, Toronto.
There will be also a large exhibit by the various manufacturers.

Dn. H. J. 3iouGJ lias settled in Midland, Ont.
0ONGRATULATIONS to Dr. Harper, of Alliston, on his recent

marriage.

Dn, T. J. NoRMÀN, of King, has gone to England to take a
post-graduate course.

DR. GrIn WIsnM T has been appointed Laryngologist to Gra-
venhurst Sanitarium.

THr American Medical Association meeting will be held at
Atlantic City, N.J., from June 5th to 8th.

W acknowledge the loan of the cuts illustrating Dr. Manley's
paper in this issue of the JoURNAL from .The Railway Surgeon,
Chicago, Ill.

Dn. VAux, of Brockville, bas been appointed Chairman of the
Ontario Provincial Board of Health, vice Dr. Macdonald, of
Hamilton.

Dn. Ezni STAFFonD las left Toronto for a vacation, and is at
present in Omaha, Neb. H1e has been succeeded at the Asylum
by Dr. R. W. Bell.

OUR old friend, Dr. H. Morell, of Slayton, Minn., where lie
has been practising for some years, lias secured the appointment
of Acting Assistant Surgeon to the U. S. Army at Manila, P.I.

Tim editorial management of The Canada Lancet lias. been
assumed by Dr. H. B. Anderson, of Toronto. The associate edi-
tors are Drs. W. B. Geikie, J. L. Davison, D. G. Gordon, J. T.
Fotheringliam, F. Fenton, F. LeM. Grasett, G. A. Bingham,
Allen Baines, .D. 0. IMeyers, H. C. Parsons, G. S. Ryerson, N. A.
Powell, D. J. G. Wishart, and O. A. Temple.
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Editoriats.
TREATMENT OF THE INSANE BY CONFINEMENT TO BED.

TuE systematic treatment of insane patients, by confinement to
bed, called in Germany Bet-behandlung, is much used in ·Ger-
inany, England and Russia, more particularly in cases of recent
mental alienation and the acute psychoses. A well-written pre-
sentation of the su1ject appeared recently in La Presse M£edicalo
from the pe'n of Dr. A. Vigouroux, Physician of the Colonie
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Familiale de Dru-sur-Auroz, a resume of whose views we here-
with present to our readers. Up to the present time, only certain
classes of insane patients have been confined to bed in the majority
of .asylums; for instance, in addition to those suffering from some
intercurrent affection, -paretics in the third stage, and wasteful
patients, are so treated. Some alienists, however, favored con-
finement to bed in the treatment of melancholy, though not in a
systematie mimner; it was rather directed against the physical
signs of the disease-edema and cyanosis of the extremities, dif-
ferent disorders of the circulation, loss of flesh, etc. The system-
atie application of Bet-behaudlung necessitates the confinement
to bed of all lunaties after their entry into an asylum, and the
keeqing in bed of all patients affected with acute psychoses.

-As an instance of the mode of classifying patients in the
Leubus Asylum, Germany, in which there are 205 patients, Dr.
Serieux gives the following statisties:

Patients confiied t6 bed permanently....... 57.6 per cent.
Il Il il intermittently. 10 
Pt engaged in work ................. 31 n
n isolated ..... ,................... 1.4 n

The advantages of Bet-behandlung are as follows: Transfor-
mation of the general appearance of an asylum, eaoier and more
complete clinical examination of the patients, more continuous
and attentive observation of the patient, more rapid repair of
losses sustained by the organism of the patient, better rest and
sleep, diminution of the intensity of the symptoms of the acute
stage of diseases, and perhaps a more rapid evolution of these
diseases; besides less danger to the attendants and much less de-
struction of furniture and bedding.

Among the disadvantages accruing from the employméhùt of
this therapeuti'c method may be mentioned a tendency to syncope
experienced by patients who are confined to bed for a long time.
This tendency may, however, be prevented by causing the patients
to rise from bed for a short time each day. Dyspeptic troubles,
loss of appetite and constipation may be treated by a special kind
Of -diet, by laxatives, etc. Massage and electro-therapy may
render great services in ameliorating the unfavorable general con-
dition and the stiffness of the joints observed in amyotrophie
cases.
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The habit of masturbation and the destructive habit will call
for careful, though easily applied, observation. Good ventilation
of the wards, the providing of baths for patients, and taking thein
for short walks in the open air vill tend to prevent anemia. A
longer experience of this -method will, no doubt, enable superinten-
-dents to judge of its therapeutic -merits. The mere transformation
of part of an asylum into a hospital, by suppressing cells and
quarters for violent patients, would be a great advance and a long
step towards the realization of a hospital for lunatics such as it
should be at the present day. Such an asylum would consist of
three distinct parts: a central portion, or hospital, where all acute
forms of insanity and the incident diseases would be treated; an
-annex where convalescents could test their capacity for further
liberty, by working in a ward with open doors; an observation
.department, where dangerous lunatics would be confined.

Alcoholies, epileptics, idiots, and criminal lunaties should be
placed in special asylums; senile dements and harmless cases of
chronic insanity, in industrial colonies in the country or in family
.colonies. J. J. 0.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE VITAL STATISTICS OF
ONTARIO FOR 1898.

Toit the year 1898, the total births recorded in Ontario were
46,599, as compared with 47,323 in 1897, showing a decrease of
724 for the year. The estimated population is 2,279,929. The
Registrar-General contends that it is useless to draw any conclu-
sions as to the causes of a decreasing birth rate, until the
Division Registiars give more complete returns. An Act was
passed in 1896, which provides that " Division Registrars (mu-
nicipal clerks) shall use all available means to obtain the necessary
information hereafter required in this Act, and shal be paid 200.
for each return by the municipality," which further states " that
the parent or guardian of every child born in this Province, or,
if there is no such person; then the nurse or midwife present at
the birth'shall, within thirty days from the date of the birth, give
notice to the Division Registrar of suchi birth;" while the Act
further provides: " It shall be the duty of every qualified medical
practitioner attending at the birth of any child born within the
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Province to give notice thercof forthwith to the Division Regis-
trar of the division in vhich the child w'as born."

In spite of all these provisions, births are not well reported.
City Division Registrars are especially blamed for neglecting to
imake complete returns of births, and the reason given is that,
when a city clcrk is paid a good salary, covering all the daties
laid upon him, he will net go out of his ofece to collect birth
statistics, so as to make his returns complete. To this accusationi
the city clerk may respond, that lie is always prepared to receive
sucli reports of births as reacli his office from the several con-
tributing persons mentioned in the Act, and that they are respon-
sible for the incompleteness of his reports. One way of sur-
mounting this difficulty would be to appoint, under the Act, iii
each large city in Ontario, an official whose business it should be
to collect accurate reports of births, a fee of 20e. being allowed him
for each returu. To give hin sufficient enployment and salary,
lie should also report deaths and narriages. Such an oflicial
would not renain passive in his office, waiting to receive reports;
but would, in his own interest, exert himself to collect the true
birth statistics of hi's municipality.

The total number of deaths reeorded in Ontario in 1898 was
26,370, as- conpared with 27,633 in 1897, a decrease of 1,263.
There is no complaint made about the registration of deaths,
oving to the stringent laws against burial without a permit.
The total marriages recorded in 1898 were 15,375, as comrpared
with 15,293 in 1897. The returns of marriages are alse coin-
pkte, since the passage of the amendment to the Marriage Act in
1897, requiring license issuers to forward to the Registrar-General
copies of all licenses issued by then.

It is a source of gratification thaf deaths froin diphth.ria and
croup in 1898 were less than during the preceding year, the fig-
ures being 684 in 1808, as compared with 976 in 1897. Mucih
of this satisfactory showing is due to hygiene, including under
this head the salutary fear of this disease entertained by the
people, coupled with the activity of local boards of health in sup-
pressing it. The use of diphtheria antitoxin has, however, en-
abled practitioners to accomplish a saving of life from this disease
which, prior to 1895, had not been witnessed in this Province,
even wMien the best Tforts of sanitary authorities had been em-
ployed.
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Tuberculosis is imereasing, the total mortality for 1898 being
3.:1, as compared with 3,154 in 1897, or a death rate froin this
disease of 1.4 per 1,000 living persons. The Rlegistrar-General
siguificantly renarks: "As yet no systeniatie steps have beei
taken by local boards in the cities of Ontario to iaintain a super-
vision of houses where consumnptives are resident, nor to disinfect
the premises after death." And it imiglit have been added that
rural health boards are equally remiss in these respects. Hle also
attributes a considerable influence in propagating this diseaso
to "old houses wliere previous cases have been." Yet lie does
niot suggest that consumption should bc mnade a notifiable discase,
whicI, however, would naturally follow from his remark; for the

principal object in view, in asking for notification of consumption,
is to obtain accurate information about the phlthisical infective cen-
trc.s in a niunicipality. These houses can thereafter be placed
under the control of the sanitary authority, particularly after the
departure of a consumptive tenant and. his death, so that the germs
of his disease, whicli are contained in his expectoration, may not bo
left after him to mingle vith the bouse dust, and thus renew the
process of tuberculization in some other susceptible person.

J. J. 0.

THE CLIINATE AND DISEASES OF SOUTHERN AFRICA.

FoM communications made-to the British medical press and from.
a paper read at a recent meeting of the Berlin Medical Society,
and condensed in La Presse M11edicale, interesting information
has been received as to the climate and the diseases of Southern
Africa. Generally speaking the climate is healthy, but is not
uniform. The southern part. of Cape Colony resembles the cli-
mate of Central Europe. Basutoland lias an Alpine climate; in
the Orange Free State and the Transvaal, in the neighborhood of
Natal, the climate is like that of Italy. These favorable climatie
conditions explain the reason why, in spite of continuous wars
with the blacks, the white population lias steadily and constantly
increased.

The diseases usually met witb in hot coitries are, lowever,
prevalent. Diarrhes is commnon, but does not gi aerally affect civil-
ians severely. Soldiers in camp, who are more exposed to the
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weather, often suifer very much from it. A correspondent of the
British iledical Journal, writing from Modder River, says: "The
.use of the diarrhea is an acute enteritis, following the ingestion

of particles of sand. Seldom a day passes without the camp being
attacked by a 'devil.' This is the popular name for a dustspout
of sandstorm. These storms may last from a quarter of an hour
to a whole day, and make life a perfect misery. The quantity of
silica one is compelled to breathe and to swallow is enormous, and
it is the irritation of the bowel membranes by these particles of
silica that causes a large percentage of our cases of diarrhea."

Typhoid fever is pretty common in Southern Africa, and cer,
tainly depends on the defective distribution of potable water.
This disease sometimes assumes a severe form; for instance, at
Douglas, whicli had a population of 800 souls, it caused a mor-
tality of 150 out of 300 cases. Oholera. plague, and yellow fever
are imported diseases, and can be restricted by quarantine and
hygienie measures.

A severe form of scurvy prevails among the blacks. As a
result of the cattle plague,which raged in Bechuanaland,the blacks
were deprived of the use of milk, and' owing to a failure of the
maize crop, they had no corn, so that scurvy became epidemie
among them. For the same reasons, the whites are frequently
attackedc by this disease. Tuberculosis is almost unknown among
the blacks and the Boers. On the other hand, leprosy, which vas
introduced into the country at the beginning of this century,
threatens to become very formidable. At the present time there
are said to be more than 10,000 lepers in Southern Africa, an
enormous number for a small population. The blacks also suifer
a good deal from a severe, infectious pneumonia. Bacteriological
examination has shown that these cases of pneumonia a~r pro-
duced by pneumococci, Pfeifer's bacilli, or streptococci.

Infantil. mortality, in spite of large families-.Boer families
of froin twelve to twenty children are not uncommon-is small,
and that circumstance depends largely on the fact that infants are
nursed at the breast. Epizooties are frequent and very destructive.
In 1870 an epidemie of pleiuro-pneumonia destroyed 2,000,000
out of a total of 3,000,000 head of cattle in Cape Colony. The

horse sickness," which affects the equine race, and the tse-tse,
which affects horned cattle and horses, destroy a considerable
niu.aber of those animals every year. J. J. O.
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THE ANTISEPTIC ACTION OF HYDROGEN DIOXIDE.

AT a recent meeting of the Parisian Surgical Society, a discussion
arose as tc the rationale of the antiseptic action of hydrogen diox-
ide. Dr. Chauvel had reported a case of diffuse phlegmon of the
leg, which continued to spread in spite of several incisions, and
was at last arrested in its progress by hypodermic injections of
hydrogen dioxide, introduced at the periphery of the diseased
tissue. Professor Terrier contended tha4 from the standnoint of
the antiseptic action of hydrogen dioxide, Dr. Chauvel's case was
not of much interest, as he had neglected to malke a bacteriological
examination of the disease. In his opinion, the disinfectant in
question should not be employed, unless a bacteriological examina-
tion reveals the presence of anerobic bacteria, in the destruction
of which its action is very powerful. Dr. Albarran concurred in
this opinion, and claimed that he had obtained excellent results
by treating with hydrogen dioxide the sloughs containing anerobic
bacteria, which form in tissues devitalized by urinary infiltration.
Dr. Quenu Vas also o. the sane opinion as Professor Terrier, and
stated that he used this antiseptic as a lotion in cancerous disease
of the rectum, prior to its removal by a surgical operation. He
thus prevented the occurrence of those post-operative phlegmons,
in iwhich the integument is soft and the contents of a dead-leaf
color, the appearance of which he had previously endeavored to
combat, though in vain, by the use of boracic acid and perman-
ganate of potassium.

Dr. Lucas-Championiere considered that hydrogen dioxide
was the most powerful antiseptic kno'wn; but did not think that
its employment in a diseased tissue should depend on the nature
of the bacteria discovered there, becaise its mode of action is as
yet unknown. Complex phenomena result from its action, ter-
niating in the destruction of all kinds of microbes, both anerobic
and aerobic.

Professor Tuifßer offered the following explanation of the
mnodu.s operandi of this drug. Wounds of the lung will not en-
dure the local application of any liquid, and cannot, therefore,
be directly disinfected. ' After perfornuing pneumotomy for gan-
grene of the lng, he found that the wound did weli if exposed
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to a current of oxygen. Simnilarly, broncho-cutaneous fistule,
through which a constant current of air passes, heal easily. HTeice
lhe concluded that hydrogen dioxide owes its antiseptic power to
the oxygen which it contains. J. J. c.

PROPOSAL TO RE-PROVINCIALIZE TORONTO UNIVERSITY
1lEDICAL FACULTY.

As we go to press for this issue, there is going on an exceptionally
vigorous lobby in behaif of a certain change in legislation which
-our Ontario Governnent is being requested to enact by Trinity
Medical School. We are not able at this late hour to make any
.conunents, further than give a plain statenent of fact, so far as

ve understand it. There lias for years been what night be
·termed a sort of truce qxisting between Trinity Medical School
and Toronto University Medical Faculty, though at all timies
there has been a decided spirit of rivalry, as is always the case
between two such bodies. Now Trinity wishes to step in and,
as she ternis it, re-provincialize lier competitor, claiming that
Toronto University, being the Provincial University, has a right,
and is bound, to extend to lier certain rights as a teaching body
of which she claims to have been deprived in 1887. In a word,
what Trinity is after, and says she will get, is to effect a inove-
ment looking to the reduction of the imedical department of To-
ronto University to a merely examining status, and the withdrawal
-of the State aid alleged to be given the Medical Faculty of that
body. Were this done, it is argued in effect if not in words, tho
handicap, under whicl- Triuty is said by sone to exist, would be
removed, and it wor.ld then be in a better position to resist the

-competition of Toronto University Medical Faculty.
Dr. McKay, M.P.P., lias a bill before the legislature intended

.as a move in this direction. The bill provides that the nedical
department of the Provincial University, which Iow consists of.
,one set of niedical teachers only, shall after the passing of the
Act consist of the inedical faculties of all medical colleges or
medical schools affiliated with the University of Toronto; also,
that the examining board for degrees in niedicine in the Pro-
-vincial University shall consist of an equal number of examiniiers,
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selected from cach teaching medical college or scliool in affiliation
with the Univeisity. These exaniners shall be recomniended to
the Senate by the respective teael'ng bodies to which they belong.
Also that each afliliated inedical college or school shall have one
and only one-inember on the 'Senate, who shall be elected by the
body lie represents. W. A. Y.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Mayor of Toronto and Vaccination.-In an evening paper
Mayor Macdonald is quoted as having said, " I don't know that
we should pay for inurder," when the Board of Control at a recent
session took up the estimates of the local Board of Health, and an
item of $250 for the purchase of vaccine was considered. The
Mayor moved that this item be struck out. Fortunately the ap-
propriation was carried. Then a slight altercation ensued over a
bill of $144 for a little creature comfort (sonetimes called whis-

1ey) for the patients at the Isolation Hospital. The JounwAL
will with pleasure head a list of subscribers to a fund to buy

nper enough, even at the advanced rate of pulp, to make a laurel
-to adorn the brow of soieone sadly in need of a halo in the shape
of a fool's cap. W. A. Y.

Toronto Sanitarium for Consumptives.-Recently a irt of
public wave of interest in sanitaria for consumptives seemus to
have enveloped the community, and found its expression in the
coimnodious group of buildings at Gravenhurst. Now local pub-
lie opinion seems to be aroused, and pondering the advisability of
erecting another sanitarium in the vicinity of Toronto where the
poorer classes of afflicted may find an ever-open door of refuge.
An extension of the " Muskoka Cottage Sanitarium " near To-
Tonto has also been spoken of. Perhaps the best advice a canny
ine(lical journal can give is, "Pull one, pull all, and pull alto-
.gether," for in union lies capital and strength enougli to make the
proposed " Toronto Sanitarium " -worthy of its naine and adequate
to its high mission of aneliorating the sufferings of the consunp-
·tive poor, of whom truly -wc have many always with us.

W. A. Y.

Is Dr. Osler, of Baltimore, Going to Edinburgh ?-There is a
report that I)x. Oslei- is to be offered the chair of Medicine in
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Edinburgh University, to succeed Professor Grainger Stewart,
deceased. Should lie go, America will lose one of its brightest
minds,, and inedical research its greatest luminary.

Dr. Roddick's Bill on Interprovincial Medical License.-
Le Bulletin Miledical de Quebec, which has been ofiering an ener-
getic opposition to Dr. Roddick's bill, announces that it will be
kept before the House this session for discussion only, with the
understanding that it will be introduced next year. The bill,
in its modified form, will be reprinted and distributed to all nem-
bers of the profession.

Treatment of Abscess of the Liver.-Dr. Chainpioniere reports
to the Surgical Society of Paris a, case in the practice of Dr.
Muselier, in which an incision made into the patient's liver caused
the -evacuation of two litres of pus. Although this kind of pus
is ordinarily sterile, lie takes great care to prevent it from escap-
ing into the peritoneum. To gain this end lie introduces a few
sutures at the seat of puncture, before incising the orifice of the
wound made by the exploratory trocar. He also thinks the
thermo-cautery preferable to the bistoury for incising the liver,
as the resulting hemorrhage is thus reduced to a minimum.

Treatment of Fracture of the Neck of the Femur by " Nail-
ing."-In Nor-disct Melinsict ,Airkiv, Dr. Julius Nicolaysen thus
describes his method of treating fractures of the neck of the
femur: After reducing the fracture, the bone is fixed in its
normal position by means of a steel nail of a triangular shape, and
about . 3-4 inches in lengtli, after whicli an immovable plaster.
bandage is applied and allowed to remain in position during ten
or twelve weeks-the nail is removed after two or three~weeks.
The results of the operation have been qui. atisfact.:ay. The
real shortening has been reduced on an average to 1 1-2 inches.
The apparent shortening (dependent on adduction) disappears.
This treatment was chiefly applied to non-impacted fractures.
but in some cases of impacted fracture, in which the shortening
vas considerable, it was used with very good results. The imine-

diate effect of "nailing " is to produce a complete cessation of
pain. In the greater number of cases anesthetics were not used.
Eight men and thirteen women were treated by this method.
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Influcnce of Race on the Variations of Memory.-Mr. Cole-

:grave, an Aincrican psychologist, proposes the following ques-
.tions: " Given a white, an Indian, or a negro, a man or a woman,
which lias the longest meimory? Do we reinember more per-
fectly pleasant or sad events? Wlhat school happenings are
graven on the memory most easily and for the longest time ?"
Mr. Colegrave prepared a list of fourteen questions, which
were submitted to human beings of every race, every age, and of
both sexes. The replies received give the following results:
Hituian beings remember pleasant events better than sad ones.
The negrocs form the only exception to this rule. The descend-
.ants of Ham write their joys on sand and their misfortunes on
marble. Their ideas appear to be essentially of the saine color
as their skin. Uncle Tom is the arch type of the pessimist.
Mr. Colegrave has discovered among -whites, blacks and Indians,
'both mon and women who have preserved the recollection
-of events which occurred in the first year of their existence. A
:strange observation is, that of the 1,658 persons 'who have recorded
tieir impressions, a large majority have the clearest recollection
-of their eighteenth year. The subjects connected with an educa-
tional course which old scholars recollect best are history, geom-
etry, French, German, and a thrashing, in the order named.

Crime in Italy.-We notice in Debats the following " Statistics
of Crime in Italy": Crime appears to prevail extensively in Italy.
'Frou 1890 to 1895, 624,127 men and 129,158 women were con-
demned to different penalties by the tribunals of King HTumbert.
Each sex shows its activity in particular directions, and confines
itself to particular crimes. Thus infanticide and desertion of
children are peculiarly feminine crimes. Of 100 infanticides,
onily eight having been committed by men. Defamation of char-
acter is conimon to both sexes, who practise it in about equal pro-
portion. Robbery is principally done by men, 100 men having
been convicted of simple theft, to twenty-four )Nomen. Tle
nuniber of womcn is still less in cases of commercial fraud. The
numuber of women is extremely small in assassinations, quarrels
and assaults of all kinds. Feminine mildness holds these crimes
iii horror, but prefers, poison. Out of 100 cases of poisoning,
£eventy were connitted by women. These Borgia crimes flour-
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ish principally in the peninsular part of Italy. In the Abruzzi
mountains, out of 100,000 woinen, 554 are annually condenmed
by the courts for the crime of poisoning; in Campagna, the
Basilicate, and Calabria, about 400. But the number of culprits
decreases progressively toward the north: 372 in Romagna, 99
in Tuscany, only 70 in Iombardy. The honesty of Italian
w'omen is influenced by latitude, with the exception of the women
of Venice. The latter cone before th3 courts much more fre-
quently than their distance froin the equator w'ould induce one to
suppose. But it appears that the crimes of which they are accused
are principally small thefts of the products of the field and the
forest, in which many of them are engaged in working.

Belavior of Diphtheria Toxin, as influenced by the Condition
of the Organism. -F. Volagussa and Raneletti (A nnali d'iyie
Sperimentale, 1899, «No. 1, p. 118) state, that the principal factors
in creating a predisposition to diphtheria are: food poor in quality
and insufficient in quantity, mnuscular fatigue, overcrowding,
danpness, darkness and bad ventilation, all of wvhich are ch>sely
connected with poverty. When animais, which have been subjected
to the action of any one of these conditions, receive an injection of
diphtheria toxin, they show less resistance than the control animals
which are well kept; they die sooner and present greater post-
mortem lesions. The prolonged use of alcohol and coffee, the ihjec-
tion of filtered cultures of saprophytie or pathogenic gerns (strep-
tococcus, staphylococcus) make the guinea-pigs more sensitive to the
diphther's toxin. The Leffler bacillus, when living in a symbiosis
along with the streptococcus and the staphylococcus, niakes-a toxin
of greater strength than a pure Læffler toxin. The living cultures
of streptococci and staphylococci, inoculated in a non-lethal dose
along with the diphtheria toxin, produce a fatal septicemia. Ex-
periments therefore go to show, that the individual and social
causes which produce intense poisoning in diphtheria, are the
same as those which are active in infectious diseases generally.
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BOOK REVIEWS.

Chirurgie du Foie et des Voies Bdiaires. Par J. PATALoNI (de Marseille).
Avec 348 figures dans le texte. Paris: Institut de Bibliographie Scientifique,
u3, Boulevard Saint-Germain. 1899.
This soinew'hat elaborate volume of 564 pages is devoted to the operative

surgery of the liver and bile-ducts. The author recognizes that those who have
preceded him in writing upon the surgery of these organs, have devoted con-
siderable attention to the pathology of the various affections met with ; this
vo!ume, however, deals exclusively with operative procedures, and an attempt
is made te describe in detail the technique of each operation. The work is
written in a very systematic fashion, a chapter is devoted te each operation :
the operation is defined, then an historical account given of it. If there are
different methods of performing an operation these "v«riétés " are classified,
then the operative technigue is detailed in extenso. Each chapter is rendered the
more vahiable by adding a paragrapli on the indications for the operation. The
volume is profusely illustrated with excellent diagrams.

The work is divided into four parts
1. Operations upon the liver itself.
2. Operations upon the annexes of the liver (suspensory ligaments, etc.) and

upon the blood vessels of the liver.
3, 4. Operations upon the bile-ducts and gall-bladder. These are grouped:

(a) Operations on the gall-bladder. (b) Operations on the cystic duct. (c)
Operations on the common bile-duct. (d) Operations on the hepatic duct. (e)
Operations on the intra-hepatic bile-ducts.

Tie first chapter is devoted to puncture of the liver either as a nethod of
diagnosis or to effect a cure. The author describes a number of methods of
puncture vithi or without drainage, and adds an interesting paragraph on
"indications," in which he discusses practically the question regarding the
advisability of the employnient of this metiod of treatment. By extensive
reference te the literature of recorded cases lie shows that the method is useful
as an aid, te diagnosis in fluid tumors when the operation is done with strict;
asepsis and with a proper instrument, the operation being distinctly contra-
indicated iii nalignant disease, and in traumatisn, the danger being here that
of camusing fatal hemorrhage. As a curative agent numerous cases are recorded
of this curing hepatic hydatid cysts, but nuinerous accidents, too, are mentioned,
and the operation is abandoned for more efficient iethods, as it is also in
abscess of the liver. An impressive comnentary on the dangers of punctures
is given in the reproduction of a diagram froin Doyen, showing how one miight
readily transfix the gall-bladder or the colon in the endeavor to reaci a large
cyst of the liver.

Tie chapter on " Laparotomie parahepatique " is one of the nost important
in the book, dealing with the all-important questions of the best ineans of
approaching the seat of trouble and .of treating the abdominal wound, with
or without drainage, subsequently. Pantaloni throughout insists on asepisis as
the great secret of successful operation. He describes three routes for liver
exploration, (1) the abddminal, (2) the transpleural, (3) the lunbar. In the
abdominal inethod lie recommends the oblique incision parallel to the lower
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costal inargin as the incision par excellence. Vertical incisions are also discussed.
In the transpleural imethod six. centimetres of two or three ribs (8th, 9th and
10th) are resected. The incision is carried through the pleura to the diaphraigm,
and subsequently the edges of the incision through the diaphragn, and thu wo
cut margins of the pleural layers are sutured together. The pleural cavity is thus
closed off and the liver exposed in the bottoin of the wound. Dofontaine is the
great exponent of this method and lias perfected the technique of operation.
In the lumbar operation the incision is similar to that made for exploring the
kidney.

For drainage the author describes and figures the rigid tubes of glas
metal, perforated laterally Ly lioles and passing through thei a ropu of nuck.
This he believes to be a nost ellicient drain. Lapa1rotomy in trauiatismu is ualt
with in a special nanner.

"Tamponnement paralepatique," as the author states, forins a vert.ble
operation, as it is 3o frcqiently called for in henorrhage which cannot otheî %se
be controled; sterilized gauze is used for the purpose, or iodofornm gauze. Met ids
of curetting the abscess cavities and of suturing the liver substance are detileu;
the chapter on the various ingenious nethods of suturing the friable and
vascular liver substance is of special value. The author then proceed> to
describe the niethods of dealing with cysts and abscesses, and in sixty l'âges
gives a nost valuable accoint of the different mîethods enployed undet ihe
main headings of Hepatotomie and lepatostomie. The various neans ad%(d
for incision and drainage are described with or without fixation of the lim t to
the wall of the abdomen. The chapter on partial hepatectony contains inter-
esting accounts of what las,beeü accomplished in that field of surgery. The
first part of the work closes with an account of the comparatively new pro-
-edure of partial and total hepatopexie. In partial fixation, i.e., fixation of a
' floating lobe," of the liver to the wall of the abdomen, the first oper; £ion was
perforned by Billroth in 1884. Total hepatopexie vas first atteinpted in
France by Marchant, of Paris, in 1891, and more than twenty cases have been
reported since. The procedure may be a comparatively simple one in which the
liver is scarified over a definite area and this fixed by suture to the chondro-
costal margin and the abdominal wall, or this nay be donc with, in additionî, a
resection of portion of the abdominal wall (laparectonie).

In the second part of the work tue author deals with operations upoî. the
ànnexes of the liver, including operat,n upon aneurisn of the hepatie artery.
The operation of " Phldbotomie hîpatique " ir duscribed, and Howard Kell is·credited with the first operation ca:ried out in cases of hypertrophic cirrhosu1 of
the liver with ascites. He drew off as much as 20 ounces of blood at a tinme by
puncturing the hepatic veins. The operation of extirpation of lymphatic glands
from the hilus of the liver in tuberculosis, etc., is also described. Resection
ef the falcifori ligament is an operation noted as of value in certain cab -, of
prolapse of the liver.

The third part of the work is perhaps the most interesting, dealing with the
operations upon the gall-bladder and the bile-ducts, but this review is.already
so long that one nust not extend it further. Various nmethods of exposing these
structures and of carrying out systematie examination of themn are detailed in
an elaborate fashion, the author's description being made very clear by excellent
diagrams. The various operations for gall-stones are here described, and the
author bas succeeded in presenting a most valuable account of the niethods
whicli nay be adopted in all possible conditions whicl present tiemnselves in
this fascinating field of surgery. Some 350 pages are devoted to this section of
the work.

We consider this work on the ofierative surgery of the liver and bile-ducts
the nost valuable nionograpli existing on the subject. It ivill prove of great
value to the surgeon who is working in this particular field, and presents a
vivid picture of the great advances made in surgical technique within. the last
few years. The whole of this extensive volume is, in fact, devoted tu an
elaborate description of modern surgical methods applied in the treatiment of a
region of the body which has oily of recent years been, to any great extent,
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rendered accessible to the surgeon. The descriptions of operative technique are
coiplete and clearly stated, whilst the historical accounts of the various
pr'.edures are of interest and of great value in delmonstrating the lines along
whwh suchi degree of perfection as oxists in our present methods lias been
attantud A. P.

Datoes of the Nose and Throat. By J. PicE-BRzowN, M.B , L.R.C.P.E.;
Meiber of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario ; Laryn-
gologist to the Toronto WVestern Hospital ; Laryngologist to the Protestant
c rphans' Home ; Fellow of the Aimerican Laryngological, Rhinological and
otological Society ; ïMeiber of the British Medical Association, the Pan-
American Medical Congress, the Canadian Medical Aýsociation, the Ontario
Medical Association, etc., etc. Illustrated with 159 engravings, including6 full-page colored plates and 9 colored cuts in the text, nany of them
original. Philadelphia, New York, Chicago: F. A. Davis Company. 1900.
Tt niay appear presumptuous for a gbeneral practitioner to review the work

of - laryngologist; but our excuse must be tlat Dr. Price-Brown lias writtei
for the benefit and instruction of the general practitioner. Furtherniore, as he
is a man, who, since his student days, lias been remarkable for industry and
dev tion to study, it is pleasing to his friends, among whon we claim a place;
to ..e, in his maiden effort, how strong and well-cut a stone lhe has placed on thé
risiing edifice of Canadian medical authorship.

Under the category of diseases of the respiratory system many works on the
pr: tice of imedicine treat of acute and clironie rhinitis. The use of reflected
liglt, the hcad mirror, rhinal nirror and a suitable speculum enable a practi.
tionier to obtain accurate notionis of the pathological conditions present in such
cases, and to apply appropriate treatment, instead of following a less rational
courue founded on certain signs and the subjective synmptoms of the patient.
A similar observation applies to the diagnosis of acute and chronic laryngitis,
edeima of the glottis, etc.

If general practitioners were te accustom theniselves to the use of suitable
instruments iii diagnosing diseases of the nose and throat they would certainly
have more accurate ideas of their pathology, and, after considerable practice,
would acquire the needed dexterity in applying local treatmnent to then.

Ini city practice, owing to the number of professional men engaged in nose
and throat work, this is -probably unnecessary ; in the rural districts, however,
a prictitioner could with advantage to hinself and relief to his patients devote
timt to the use of the necessary instruments, and to hin this work should be
most useful. It is also reasonable to think that physicians, more particularly
those practising in country districts, should be prepared to practise intubation
as welIl as perform tracheotouy. These operations, as well as the necessary
instruments, are fully described in this work. The description of the various
rhinai, pharyngeal and laryngeal diseases is given in a lucid and attractive
styl We are also of the opinion that this work would he very useful to
students in the final year.

The use of the metric system in the formule is a stop in the right direction,
thioughi, for the benefit of those unfamniliar with it, a translation into the present
systei of prescriptioni-writing is also supplied.

perations fer nasal deformities and operations for clef t palate are described
in tie last two chapters.

The ivork is handsomely printed and deserves a largo sale. J. J. C.

Text-Book of Medical and Surqic<d Gynecology. For the use of Students and
Practitioners. By R. W. GArumr, M.A., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics
and Gynecology in the Medical Faculty, Queen's University, Kingston ;
Gynecologist te the Kingston General Uospitaï. R. Uglow & Co., King-
stun, Ont.
This excellent little wvork more than fulfils the somnewhat unpretentious

claim made by the author, as an uncunibersome yet efficiently conprehensive
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text-book for studeits and general 'iractitioner.. IÛ talces up the entire ield of
gynecology and diseases of woimen, froin a succinct yet quite complete descriluu
of the development of the female gonitals tu a proper consideration of thu ý1ar.
ious affections of the imanini ry gland. The chapter on the anatomy of the p-lvis
and fomaîle organs of generation is clear and notes all important points. His
gynecological technique is quitu modern, and descîibes the muost recent and
advanced doLiile for the ntcessary preparation of successful operative gyne.
cology. Several imethods of sterilizing catgut aregi"en, but ne mention is made
of that prepared by Vanhorn & Co., of New York, used in n.any of the hospitals
of that city, and which bacteriological tests have invariably pruved stuuile,
whi-'î is put up conveniently for use, not expensive, and saves th busy geneural
practitioner miuch labor in attempting Lu properly sterilize it. Ii the excullent
chapter on post-operative treatment no mention is made of Clarke's postural
method, which is one of the most valuable additions of recent years to the after
treatmnent of laparotony. he gynecological therapeuties, not only in the
special chapter devoted to that subject, but throughout the book, could iot be
excelled, and will be found invaluablo to the general practitioner.

The descriptions of the varions operative procedures advised are lucidly
given and usually the best and mnost successful metl>ds only described, show-
mng the author to be net only a successful teacher but a practitioner of Large
experience, who is praciically familiar with the most recent and progressive
surgical menians of treatment. Kelly's successful and rapid method, lowuter,
of remnoving fibroids of the uterus is not referred to, nor is any mention made
of Kelly's operation for complete repair of the perineumn, althougli the mntbhods
described are good. ,

The work roficets great credit, not only upon the author Iimnself, but also
upon the old and respected school of medicine of which he is a nust worthy îLpre-
sentative. Evidantly gyrnecolpgy is taught scientifically an1 oxh.austiýely at
-Queen's, as the work is apparently an extended compilation of the autlor's
lectures and deaionstrations. The book is profusely illustrated, which mater-
ially clucidates the text, and the author is deserving of the higliest praiset for
the nianner in whicli the various subjects have been prescnted.

As a text-book for students it will be founmd a model work, clear, comupre-
lhensive and sufficiently exhaustive, whilst general practitioners will find it a
most readable, useful and practical work. O. T. 3l R.

Vene-eal Disecses : Their Cmplication-s and Sequehe. By EnvwAn L. KLûhES,
A.M., M.D., late Professor of Dermatology and Cenito-Urinaiy Surgeîy in
Belevue Hospital Medical College; Consulting Surgmon te Belkvue
Hospital, ýte., etc.; and Cnus. B. CurtWooD, M.D., Professor of Genito-
Urinary Surgery in the New York Polyclinic College amd.Hospital; Visiting
Surgeon to Bellevue Hospital, etc. Illustrated by eight fuh-page platvs in
black and colors and 107 engravings. New York: Win. Wood & Co 1000.
This work is,.the outconc of the combined wide experience of Dr. E. L.

Keyq, who nearly a quarter of a century ago irote a sgmîewhîat simitair Look,
and «Dr. C. H. Chetwood, wlo, thougli younger than his partner, has gisen a
great deal of attention to Urethial Surger'.. The book is divided into bwo
parts, the first dealing vithl acute and chronie urethritis, with their complica-
tions and sequehm, the secnd with clancroid and syphilis. Dr. Pearce
Bayley, Neu -ologist at St. Lulce's Hospital, New York, la- contributed a mnost
interesting chapter on Nervous Syphilis. The s.ction on syphilis by Dr.
Keyes carries out the saine ideas and teachings as were conveyed in the authur's
book of a good many yeears ago, laying principal stress upon that treatrent of
the disease by the pruonged and yet mild use of mercury, the drug lieing
administered in such . way ils not to salivate the patient, or prove at all
noxious, but at the sain timne conquer the malady. A chapter which afforded
us consi-lerable interest in reading was that on stricture of the urethra, eou ering
fifty pages and freely ilbstrated. The author does not particularly favor rapid.
dilatation as adopted h: Tuttle, Oberliinder and Koluman. He considers it toc
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rougli, and that a greab objection to it is that it exorcises its extremo distention
on a large portion of the urethra not includd in the stricture. He thnks that
rapid dilatation is but a compromise ieasure between tie mild andi slower
ineans of progress in dilatation and tho rapid itmmediate neans of divulsion.
Internal uretirotomny scnjs to mneet with the greatest favor for the treatment
of strîctures, at least those far forward in tho urethra. W e think that Keyc
and Chetwood's work will meet with considerable favor. W. A. Y.

fIhernational Clinics: On MV[edicine, Ncurology, Surgery, Gynecology, Obs.e:ics,
Ophthaimnulogy, Laryngology, Pharyngology, Rliinology, Ot-dogy, and
Dermn.tology, and specially prepared articles on treatment and drugs.
Edited by JuDsoN DOLAND, M.D. Vol. IV. Ninth Series, 1900. Philadel-
ilia. J. B. Lippincott Company. Canadian Agent: Charles Roberts,

Montreal.
In Volume IV. there are so nany ablo articles that one hardly knows where

t liegin to discuss the monre important ones. That by Sir Dyce Duckworth on
" Morbid Proclivities or Diatheses " is good. E ot only is it instructive in itself
but it sets one tlhinking, a secret that but a «i wr'ters have learned. The articlr
on • The Heart in Chronic Interstitial Nephritis," by Dr. Arthur H. Elliott, is
ivell worth perusing. It calls attention t-> some facts that are too often lest
sight of, and gives soine useful hints as to the general hygiene of the patient.
Ai article on " The Treatment of à ente Conjunctivitis," by Dr. Jackson, is
rather too flippant in style ta carry much veight, though thiere are soie points
in i aof practical value. Dr. Ludwig Hekbaen contributes a valuable article
on "Te General Etiology of Actinomycosis." "Some of the Technical Points
for Abdominal Section,' by Chauncy D. Pahner, is a well-written article,
founded on personal experience, and contains nothing that can be interpreted
as danger u3 practice, though the saine may hardly be said of the article
folluwing it.

While tie present volume contains much that is useful, it is hardly as lull
of practical information as sone of the former volumes. r. N. G. S.

A Pocket Medical Dictionaryl, giving the pronunciation and definition of the
principal words used in medicine and the collateral sciences, including very
complote tables of clinical, eponymie teris, of the arteries, muscles, nerves,
bacteria, bacilli, micrococni, spirilla and thernomnetric scales, and a dose list
-,f drugs and their preparations, in both the English and netrie systeuis of
n eights and ineasures. By GEn. M. GoauL, A.M., M.D., author of " The
Illustrated Medical Dictionary " and " The Student's Medical Dictionary; "
editor of the Philadelphia Medical Toutrnal ; President, 1893-94, American
Academy of Medicine. Fourth edition revised and enlarged, 30,000 words.
Phdladelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1012 Wa.lnut Street. 1900.
To get 30,000 words into sa snall a space, an. give in addition their pronun-

ciation and exact nmeaning, the w'hole formning a pocket dictionary selling at one
dollar, is a triumph of the publisher's art. The fourth edition of Dr. Gould's
"Pucket Medical Dictionary " is a daisy, and should be on the desk of every
praetitioner.

Letr-, Word-, andi Mind- Blinnclnss. By J'MuEs RINSHELwOOD, M.A., M.D.
London :H. K. Lewis, 88 pp., cr. 8vo. Price, three shillings.
" We are apt to forget that wve sec with our brains as well as with our cyes,"

says Dr. Hinshelwood. This is the keynote to his booklet. Menory is not an
entity. We seein to possess a visual memory, an auditory memnory, as well as
memi'ory for form, color, faste, muscular movement and so on. These fors of
nemory are no doubt intimnately connectcd yet each is independent of the otlier,
for any one may be completely lost, or may be abnormnally developed, without
anmy corresponding change in the others. The mathematical prodigy in vlomi
the visual mnemorx for figurmes is developed abnormnally without a-corresponding
deelopnent for ivords is, an examuple. More interesting to the physician are
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those rare cases where one forni of nemory is lost, as in cases where the mirr
Can rend figures correctly but is unable to recognizo printed words.

The book can he recommrended as nost readable and interesting, bringing the-
literature of the subject up to date. J. M. 3.

Th1e Nervous Syslm of the Child, its Growth and T{eulth in Educationl. By
FiANcis WA.NER, M.D. (Lond.), F.R.O.P., F.I.C.S. (Eng..), Physician to
and Lecturer at the London Hospital, etc.; author of ' " The Study of

3dnren and thoir School Training," etc. New York: The Macm illan ('o.;
Lond.. : Macmillan & Co., Liunited. 1900. Toronto Depot : Tyrrelt's.
Book Shop, 8 Ring Street West.
This book is not a large one, consisting of but two hundred pages, but it

contains some naterial which miust interesb the medical practitioner. The
author holds that by far too little study lias been devoted to children and their
habits, and to the great problemis concerning the relation of mind and body in
the child, laying stress also upon the fact iow important it is to know what te
look at and what to look for in the child as facts to be studied and aids to svund
conclusions. The book will be the means of disseninating facts whici ought to
be more widely known, and we'recomnend it te all of our readers.

General and Local .4-nesthesia. By AIME PAUL HEINECK. Chicago: G. P.
Engelhard & Co. 1900.
This small work consists of chapters on (t) General Anestiesia, and (2).

Local Anesthesia. The first is subdivided into considerations of such subjects:
as Anesthetics ir Ciildbirtlj, Selection of Anestietic, Nature of Operation,
Preparation of Patient, Precautions, Respiration of Patient, Condition of
Circulatory and of the Central Nervous System, Accidents, Voniting after
Anesthesia, Post-Anesthetic Paralysis. The section on Local Anosthesia is.
devoted to such as the Advantages of Local over General Anesthetics, tho
Method of Application, Anesthesia by IRefrigeration, the use of Cocaine in
various operations, Cocaine as a Tierapeutie Agent, Precautions for Cocaine.
Anesthesia, Accidents in Cocaine Anesthesia, and closes with a few pages on.
Infiltration Anesthesia. The book contains somne good practical points.

Dr. Berkeley's Di.ecorery. By RICHARD SLEE and CORNELIA A. PRATr. New
York : Putnam's.
" Uncanny as it seems, it's the very chivalry of science, the knight-errantry

of Pathology." It is in these words that one of the characters of this story
addresses Berkeley of the title. As one will suspect, therefore, the attemupt
has been here made to utilize medical science in a literary plot. The attemrptb
is-not altogether a new one. Hall Caine, Ian Maclaren, Tolstoi, and others,
have, witlh technique more or less faulty, made medicine a feature of their
stories ; but with what success the present writers have ventured on the experi:.
ment must be left to the judgment of those physicians who have an inclinatio-
to and the leisure for books of this sort. E. l: S.

Mentally Defßcient Children : Thcir Treatnent and Training. By G. E
SnurrLwonrri, M.D. 200 pages. DLndon : H. K. Lewis. 1900. 5s.
This is an admirable little volume upon a subject which has received but

scant attention frou alienists, and less, if any at all, froni the public. The
chapter upon the pathological classification of formns of mental deficiency pre-
sents this feature of the subject in a very clear and concise manner. Especially
timely is such a book in Canada, where the present system of education seems.
unable to cope with the conditions described in the present volume. Tic·
chapl'ers upon treatment are full of very useful hints which could be apphed
either by the physician in private practice or by parents wlien they choose to-
undertake the cure of their unfortunate offspring. A number of appendices.
containing a large mass of information will be found very useful for refercnce,

E. n1. s.
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La leste et Son ilfcerobe: Sérothérapie et IVaccinatioi. Par ', Dn. NErTEa,
Professeur a •SgÔ à la Faculté de Médecine de Paris, membre du Conitd
Consultatif d Hygiène Publique de France. One volume in 8o couronne do
124 pages, avec 5 planches hors texte et 2 tracés en couleurs, cartonnd h.
langlaise. Prix, 4 franes. Georges Carre et C. Naud, Editeurs, 3 rue
Racine, Paris.
Every physibian, particularly if he be devoted to public hcalth, should rend

this book ; for it contains the very latest information about the etiology, clinical
history, prevention and treatment of the plague. The mnerits and demnerits of
Yersin's anti-plague serum and Hoffkine's anti-plague injections in the prevei-
tion and cure of this disense are fully described. j, as c.

Conamption: ts Nature and Treatment. With a chapter on Bacteria and
AntisepticS. By WM. H. SPENCER, M.A., M.D. (Cantab.), M.R.C.P. (Lond.),
Cornsulting Physician to the Bristol Royal Infirinary ; formerly Lecturer on
the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and on Patlhology, at University
(ollege, Bristol Medical School. London : Henry J. Glaisher, 57 Wigmore
Street, Cavendish Square W. 1000.
This pamphlet of eighty pages is composed of six lectures as delivered by the

author at Bristol Royal Infirnary, and gives-in a short, succinct manner infor-
mation regarding the White Plague and the precautions which should be used
to prevent and check its progress.

ite Year-Book of the Nose, Throat, and Ear. The Nose and Throat by G. P.
HEAD, M.D.; The Ear, by ALBERT H. ANDREws, M.D., of the Post-
Graduate Medical School of Chicago. Chicago: Medical Book Co.
The literature on the Throat, Noâe and Ear lias become so extensive that it

is practically impossible for the busy practitioner to keep abreast of it. What
the " Medical Annual " and the "Year-Book of Medicine and Surgery " do fo•
general imedicine, this volume seeks to do for these special branches. A wel-
coen addition to one's library, it will, no doubt, as the other annuals mentioned,
becaime more valuable with each appearing volume. .. M. M.

Kit Ken.edy-Country Boy. By S. R. CROcKEr. Toronto: William Briggs.
To be a Scotchman is to be interested in Crocket's description of rural life-

in Auld Scotia. Of course, his point of view seemns limited, but his characters.
are quaint and almost natural, seen amid their " ain surroundings. In this, as in
other of his stories, tnere is a villain standing out as black 'as lie makes thein,' and
rather out of proportion to the other psaln-singing portion of the community.
However, surely the najority of Crockett's readers will say 'Kit Kennedy' is,
his hest story."

I1AGAZINES RECEIVED.

The leading article of the Marci Sribner was H. J. Whiglan's second
article on the Boer War, this one dealing with the fights iade by Lord
Metlhuen's division in its progress fron the Orange River to the Modder River.
M1r. Whighian described three battles, and this is the first coninued magazine
account of thiat campaign to be published. His own photograplis and his owi
maps iake perfectly clear tu the general reader what lias heretofore appeared
as merely fragments of news in the daily press. The strategy, as well as the
adventure of the campaign, appear clearly in Mr. Whigham's writings.

The third "Cromwell," by Theodore Roosevelt, deals with the second Civil
War and the death of the King. The ehief battle described is Preston, and the
Most dramwatic eventjs the deéath of the King. Governor Roosevelt makes an
interesting comparison between the conditions prevailing at the end of the
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Englisli Civil War and those after the American Civil War whcn oven the Repub.
lican party was divided. The author also points out how the religious elemeut
entered into everything done by Cromwell, " mixing euriously with his hard
conplmon-sonse and practical appreciation of vorldly beeints." The illustra-
tions are du an laborato seale, and represent some of the very best work of
Englislh and of Anerican artists.

The recent numbers of Scribner's have had articles exhibiting new develop
ments in photography (notably the articles by Mr. Elmendorf and Mr. Stieglitz).
This number contains an article, " New York at Night," by James B. Carring-
ton, showing what can be done with the camera in reproducing nighb scenes in
a great city. The illustrations are chosen from a series of night photographs
made during several years, and thcy reprosent those picturesque scenes, nmany
of thei taken on airk and rainy nights, whieh are familiar to ail New Yorkers,
but are here for the first time reproduced photographically. Mr. Carrington's
letterpress gives a vivid impression of the saie scenles.

The nternationàI MlJonthly for March was of exceptional interest. It con-
tained an article on " Degeneration : A Study in Anthropology," by W. W.
Ireland, of Edinburgh ; another cntitled "John Ruskhin, as Economist," by
Patrick Geddes, of Edinburgh ; "Some Recent Balzac Literature," by W. P.
Trent; ".Henry Irving," by Clement Scott ; and " The Southern Question,"
by E. P. Clark, of New York.

PAIIPHLETS RECEIVED.

"The Test of Time and Experience." We have received a most interesting
pamphlet fromn Mr. Fellows, 48 Vesey Street, New York, the manufacturer of
the well-known Syrup Hypophosphite bearing his naine. The pamphlet is
worthy of perusal, showing as it does that, in spite of the battle and the breeze,
his preparation occupies the vanguard in steady advancenent.

LITERARY NOTE.

R. L. Polk & Co., Detroit, Mich., publishers of Polk's ledical and Surqical
Begister of the United States and Canada, reques. that all practising physicians
notify thein of reinovais, new-comers, deaths, physicians retiring fromù practice,
new inedical societies, hospitls, asylums, sanitariums and mineral springs in
their vicinity. This information will materially aid in revising the MVedical and
Surgical Register.

A Medical Woman on the Corset.-Among the Paris theses
for the year 1S98-99 is one by Mme. Tylicka, entitled Du corset,
ses mefaits au point de vue hygienique et pathologique. From a
brief sumniary in the Gazette hebdomadaire de Mlfedecine cl de
Chirurgie for March 26th, we learn that i\Mmnce, Tylicka lays stress
upon the respiratory, circulatory, and digestive troubles thit the
corset produces in the long-run. She would do away w'ith it en-
tirely, and substitute a waistcoat of heavy linen adjusted to thýe
stature, reaching only to the waist, buttoned in front, and forti-
lied with two w'ha)lebones on each side to sustain the breasts.
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THE NEW HIGHWAY TO THE ORIENT.

PizonnAv there is no journey, certainly none in Canada, which
presents a greater diversity of scene than that of the Canadian
transcontinental railway.

The voyage up the Great Lakes impresses one above all with
the vastness of the great Dominion in vhich we live. In a couple
of days one walks the deck of an ocean steamer out of sight of land
-upon a Canadian Takè!

Tien comes a day in the wilderness. Interminable forests
stretch away upon every side. Mountains which have not been
named even, loom up in the distance; roaring cataracts and great
silent rivers cone pouring down from the regions of the unknown;
solitary lakes without number shine ipon every side, with no sign
of life or habitation upon their lonely shores.

Then come the plains. Level, without a tree, unbroken by
bill or valley, the prairies with their untrampled verdure stretch
away for a thousand miles.

A couple of days the Pacific Overland Express thunders west-
ward, when at last the plains gradually break into vast undula-
tions like a gigantic tidal swell, and then in the west one beholds
the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, whose peaks in the pollucid
western air are clearly discernible, hours before even the first
eutworks are approached.

Hidden in the midst of the silent mountains, whose snowy
ramparts of glimmering pearl rise into -he upper sky upon every
side, Banff, like some enchanted stronghold of medival legend,
lies deep in the warn and sunny valley.

The marvels of this mountain scenery have so often been de-
scribed that more need not be attempted bore. The climate is
Alpine. and has an atmosphere of such ethereal clearness, fresh-
ness and purity as at times to transport the visitor into an alnost
supernatural region. - For the convenience of tourists and invalids
there is a beautiful hotel, located conveniently to the Hot Springs,
in the midst of splendid scenery, fitted up with all modern con-
veniences and open from May to October. In addition, there is
the mountain sanitarkn near by, under expert medical super-
vision. The springs are strongly sulphurized, and have been
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supplied with bathing houses and attendants under the care of the
Government. The effect of this climate and these hot springs on
rheumatie affections and diseases of nutrition have iow for yutrs
been favorably proven by hundreds of invalids, and medical ien
know full well also that the air and clinatic surroundiiigo uf
Banff are such as to be of great value to sufferers froi hay fever,
asthma, and like diseases.

The character of the water of these springs is gathered froim
the following analysis of a gallon, or 70,000 parts, with a temiper-
ature of 123 degrees Fahr.:

Cllorine (in ciorides) ................. . .. 0.42 grains.
Sulphurie Acid (SO 1) ...................... 38.50
Silica (SiO .,).............................. 2.31
Lim e (Ca )................................ 24.85 n
Magnesia (MgO) ......................... 4.87 n
Alkalies (as Soda, NaO,)................... 0.62 n
Lithium ................................. A decided trace.

Tn and around here the gigantic architecture of nature, like
some fabrie raised at the beginning of all tine by the hando of
the Titans, greets the eye upon every side, and ever èhanging, ever
new, fills the soul with a feeling of awe not unmixed with exul-
tation.

Thirty-four miles west of Banff is Laggan, the station for the
"Lakes in the Olouds." We must not fail to visit these lakes,
which are of sing'ular beauty, and are situated one above the other
among the mountains, within easy reach of the station. On the
margin of Lake Louise, the first reached, is a picturesque little
chalet for tourists, and from here radiate easy paths to the Upper
Lakes-Mirror and Agnes-and the aptly-naned Paradise Valley
and other picturesque spots. Two hours from Banff our train
stops at a little station, and we are told that this is the su.mimit of
the Rocky Mountains, just a mile above tie sea; but it is thesiun-
mit only in an engineering sense, for the mountains still lift their
white heads five thousand to seven thousand feet above us, and
stretch away to the north-west and south-east like a great-back-
bone, as indeed they are-" the back-bone of the Continent."

Two little streams begin here from a 'common source. The
waters of one find their way down to the Saskatchewan and into
Hudson Bay, and the other joins the flood which the Colum!bia
pours into the Pacific Ocean. Passing down the Wapta or Kick-
ing-Horse Pass, te- miles below the sumnit we round the base of
Mount Stephen, a stupenidous mountain rising directly from the
railway to a height of more than eight thousand feet, holding on
one of its shoulders, and almost over our heads, a glacier vhose

shining green ice, five hundred feet thick, is slowly crowded over
a sheer precipice of dizzy height and crushed to atoms below.
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Fron the railway, clinging to the movatain-side, we look down
upon the river valley wIhich, suddenly 'widening here, holds bc-
tween the dark pine-clad mountains a mirror-like sheet of water,
reflecting vith startling fidelity each peak and.precipice.

Still following the river, now crossing deep ravines, now piere-
ing projecting rocky spurs, now quietly gliding through level
park-like expanses of greensward, with beautiful trees, pretty
lakelets and babbling brooks, with iere and there a saw- à.il, a
slate-quarry or some other Iew industry, wTe soon enter a tremuen-
dous gorge, wvhose frowning walls, thousands of feet high, seei to
overhang the boiling strean vhich frets and roars at their base,
and this we follow for miles, half shut in from the daylight.

Two hours from the sununit, and three thousand fet below
it, the gorge suddenly expands, and we see before us high up
against the sky a jagged line-of sncwy peaks of ne0w forma und
colors. A wide, deep, forest-covered -alley intervenes, holdiiq a
broad and rapid river. This is the Columbia. The new imoun-
tains before us are the Selkirks, and we have now crossed the
Rockies. Sweeping around into the Columbia Valley, wre have a
glorious mountain view.- To the north and south, as far as the
eye can reach, *we have the Rockies on the one hand and the Sel-
kirks on the other, widely differing in aspect, but each iindescrib-
ably grand. Both rise fron the river in a succession of trec-clad
benches, and soon leaving the trees behind, shoot upward to the
regions of perpetual snow and ice. The railway turns down the
Columbia, following one of the river benches through gigantic
trees fc twenty mniles to Donald, where, crossing tie Columbia,
and foliowing it down through a great canyon, througi tuniiels
and deep rock-cuttings, we shortly enter the Beaver Valley and
coemence the ascent of the Selkirks, and then for twenty miles
we. climb along the mountain sides, through dense forests of
enormous trees, 1until, near the suminit, we find ourselves in the
nîidst of a wonderful group of peaks of fantastic shapes and many
colors. At the summit itself, foui· thotsand -five iundred feet
above tide-water, is a -natural resting-place---a broad leveLarea
surroun d by mountain monarchs, all of them in the deadly em-
brace of glaciers. Strange, under this. wvarm summer's sky, to see
this battle going on betveen rocks and ice-a battle begun aeons
ago and to continue foi- wons to corne! To the north, and so near
us that we imagine we iear the cracking of the ice, is a great
glacier whose clear green fissures we can plainly see. To the
south is another, vastly larger, by the side of which the greatest of
those of the Alps would be insignificant. Smaller glaciers find
lodgen.ent on al the iountain bencies and slopes, whence innu-
merable sparkling cascades of ice-water come leaping down.

Passing westward, the air grow's .balry with the breath of thë
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Pacific, whose tidal-w'aters are soon approacicd. Far away at
the south-esst, Mount Baker looms up all ,vhite and serene. At

l xe north, and rising directly froni sea, is a beautiful group
of the Cacade Mountins, bathed in a violet light and vividly re-
lected in the gLassy waters of the inlet. Looking toward the
west, out over English Bay and the Straits of Georgia, we sec the
dark blie mountains of Vancouver Island, and at the south-west,
beyond the broad delta of the Fraser River, is the Olympie Range
-a long lne of opalescent peaks fading into the distance. At
our feet is a busy scene. The city of Vancouver is new indeed;
only one or two of its many buildings were here sevei years ago-
a forost -tood here then. Tie men who built the town could not

L4

GLACIER STATION AND HERMIT RANGE, B.C.

-mait for bricks and mortai·, and all the carlier houses were built
of wood; but fire swept all of these avay, and solid, handsome
structures of brick and granite took their place. Down at the
water's edge are long wharves where steanships from China and
Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Hawaiian and Fijian Islands,
from California, Puget Sound and Alaska, are discharging or
taking in cargoes; and at the warehouses along the wharves are
lines of railway cars loading for the Atlantic sea-board with teas,
sugar, silk, seal-skins, fish, fruit and many other commodities.
Here and there all around the inlet are great saw-mills, where
steamships and sailingsvessels are taking in timber and deals for
China and Austlalia; South Anerica, South Africa, and for Eng.
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land. The great white steanship that catches the eye first among
.all the slij)ping in the harbor is one of the three swift and miag-
nificent twin-screw steanships that have been placed on the route
between Vancodver and Japan and China, by the Canadian Pa-
eific Railway Company, the like of which. has never been seen in
Pacific wateis-great steel steamships like the best of the Atlaritic
Liners, but more perfect and luxurions in their appointimets.
Think of it. We aré within ten days of Yokohama-of wonder-
fuil Japan! Near by is another file steanship of the first class;
-one of the new line to Honolulu (Hawaii), and Brisbane, and
Sydney, Australia. And over against \Tancouvcr Island are
other colunins of smoke, indicating the great coal mines froiim
which nearly all the steamships of the Facific are supplied.

Northw'ard for twelve huidred miles through the Guilf of
Georgin and the wonderful fiords of Alaska, where the moluntains
are embracedýin a thousand arms of the sea, ply numerous steani-
Crs, crowded 'with tourists and 'with. gold-seekers boùnd for the
great mining regions .of the far north. Southwestward the Straits
of Fuca lead;out past the entrance to Puget Sound, and past the
.city of Victoria to the ópen Pacific. Al these waters, fromu
Puget Sounid to Alaska, hardly known a few years ago, are now
dotted with all kinds of craft from the largest to the sriallest,
-engaged in all ianner of trade.

Something of interest always to physicians is the subject of
climate. As to the Pacific Coast climate, Canada lias the best
'examiple of an "Island cliia te " as km-wa to Englishien. Ex-
tremles of temperature, apd especially of ·daily extremues, arc al-
mnost unknown. This applies to al the islands and the coast lne
from Puget Sound northward through the Gulf of Georgia to
-Que"n- Charlotte Island, even to the 54th parallel. In all this
,Country the fruits of temperate elimates gro well, and farn
.animàls live outdoors the year round. The rich bottons of the
Fraser delta have long been fanous for their great hay crops and
pasture lands; but here the extreme of rainfail is met, the mean
for six years being 59.06 inches at New Westminster. ThQ.cli-
mate of the great Island of Vancouver, running north-west across
two degrees of longitude- and two degrees of latitude, presents
every variety from that at the sea coast, with, as at Esquimalt,
a very low daily range, and no annual extremes-the lowest tem-
perature in two years being 8 degrees F., the lowest monthly
average being 20 degrees F., ard the highest in suinner being
82 degrees F.-to that as above Alberni on the wvest coast, where
the Vancouver range rises first into a plateau to 4,000 feet, aid
even to 7,500 feet in Victoria Peak.

By a coniparison of Kamloops with Toronto wc again sec two
.c1imaate!, vith alnost the same anînual imean, very different ii the
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imiportant lealtlh elements of daily range and the number of rainy
days. When the comparative low daily range, the very great
inumber of days of bright sunshine and the higli annual tempera-
ture, and especially the early advar.ce of spring-as where the
menu for M1arch is 8 degrees higher for Kamloops as compared
with Toronto-arc 'noted, we sec that in Kamloops we have a
climate which possesses in a degree, probably not excelled in any
climate iu the world, the several elcnents which tlicory, as well as
the experience of hundrecs of persons, lias proven to be of the
greatest importance in the reconstruction of tissue and the rapid
restoration to lealth of those persons suffering fron consumption
and other discases due to defective nutrition. This country, de-
scribed by a great Canadian statesman as a " sea of mountains,"
lias golden treasures, not more for the adventurous spirits who
delve deep into lier granite mountain-sides, than for him vho lias
wasted his energies in the gloomy counting-liouses of sone densely
populated English city. To such a person, and to all continental
readers, the comparison with the tenperature of Birmingliam,
England, for 1896, must be of interest, as showing cither that
"Our Lady of the Snovs" lias transatliantie sisters, or that Oan-
ada, with lier brigliter sides, lier drier and more stimulating air,
may well lay claim to all the good qualities, and more, of climate,
which ail loyal Britons claim for their " Merrie England." No-
tably colder in November and December, Birmingham can claim
to be milder than Victoria only in January and February, while
the dry couutry of the inland plateau, with its eleven inches of
annual rainfall, lias a lower temperature only in January and
February, with an atmosphere so dry and stimulating and a sun-
sline so bright that the snow is dry and fluffy and only serves to
add a still greater purity to a climate -which, like old wine, lias
beeun kept to the last to bestow its benefit upon mankind.

CliRONIC DYSPEPSIA SUCCESSFULLY TREATED
WITH H202.

BY GEORGE A. GILBERT, M.D.., DAINBURY, COi.

THE case herewith subjoined is one of interest on account of its
typical character, its long-standing, and its speedy recovery on
the adoption of a rational treatment.

Peter H., aged 40, Hungarian, farm labor -:, applied for treat-
ment at my office on yuly 1st, 1899. He -was a strapping fellow,
iostly skin and bones, ,of about 170 pounds weight, and would

not have been tliouglit ill except for the prominent dark rings
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under his eyes, his injected conjunctivo, and a drawn, hunted
expression on his countenance, indicative of past trouble or imiai-
nent danger. The history he gave was somcwhat as follows:

Six years previously, on his voyage to this country, he suf-
fered from an attack of acute gastritis, attendant with retchings
of the most violent character. Soon after landing he recovered
sufficiently to attend to his work; but he says lie lias "never beon
the same man since." In all this long period lie lias not caten
" a good square ineal," nor enjoyed hvliat lie lias eaten, the burn-
ing pain in the epigastrium, after meals, becomiing so great occa-
sionally that for fear of its repetition lie lias gone without food
for two or tliree days at a time. .Belching of enormous quantities
of gas, too, is common witli him soon after eating, thus evidencing
the presence of undigested food with its resultant fermentation.
The patient states, that in order to get relief he lias spent all of
his wages upon various doctors, specialists, quacks, nostrums, etc.,
and swears that lie is worse to-day than on tic Jay lie first landed
in this country.

On examination it was found that he was slightly feverish,
pulse rapid, tongue flabby and heavily coated, while the teetl and,
entire cavity of the inouth were covered with a foul-smelling
sticky mucus. That the stomaih received, in the process of starch
digestion, little or no assistance from the salivary glands of the
mouth was plainly apparent. In deciding on the mode of treat-
ment it was obvious that lack of the usual amount of gastrie
secretion must be met by restoring the physiological conditions
upon which the secretion depends. In other words, in order to
relieve the inflammatory condition of the gastric mucous membrane
and restore the function of the peptic glands, antiseptics were
required. The patient therefore was furnished vith a flask of
Ozonized water, made of one part Hydrozone to four parts of
water, and directed to wasl out his mouth every night and morn-
ing, thoroughly *leansing the tongue, teeth and gums of the un-
healthy mucus and any pathogenie germs it miglit contain. To
destroy thé microbic elements of fermentation in the stomach. and
dissolve the tenacious mucus there, a mixture of one ounce of
Hydrozone with two quarts of sterilized water was made, and
half a tumblerful directed to be taken lialf an hour before meals.
Having thus procured a clean surface in the stomach, the patient
was advised to take immediately after meals, a draclun of Glyco-
zone, diluted in a wineglassful of water, for the purpose of en-
hancing cellular action and stimulating healtLy granulations.
Of course he was ordered to select his food with care and eat
regularly.

The result of this simple procedure was magical. Although
for the first two or threc days there was some discomfort after
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eating, this soon disappeared, and at the end of a fortniglit the
patient reported that for the first time ir six years lie was enabled
to eat his meals without dread of subsequent distress and eructa-
tions of gas. (In the opinion of the vriter the fTmientation was
thus quickly subdued by the active oxidation resulting from the
liberation of nascent oxygen.) The treatnent was continued in
this manner for another month and thon gradually abandoned.
On Septeinber 1st the patient came to the oflice, expressed his
eterial gratefulness, said that hc weighed 185 .pounds and be-
lieved hiiuself to be completely cured.-New Eng. Med. MonthlMy.

MARK TWA!N ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

T¶His last summer, when I was on my way back to Vienna fron
.)e A.ppetite-Cure in the .niountains, I fell over a cliff* in the
ti vilight and broke some arms, and legs, and one thing or another,
and by good luck was found by some peasants who had lost an ass,
and they carried me to the nearest habitation, which was one of
those large, low, that' -roofed farm-houses, with apartments in the
garret for the famiiy, and a cunning little porch under the deep
gable decorated with boxes of bright-colored flowers and cats; on
the ground floor a large and light sitting-room, separated from the
milch-cattle apartment by a partition; and in the front yard rose
stately and fine tho wealth and pride of the house, the manure-
pile.

There was a village a mile away, and a horse-doctor lived there,
but there was-'no surgeon. It seened a bad outlook; mine was
distinctly a surgery case. Then it was remembered that a lady
froi Boston was summering in that village, and she was a Chris-
tian Science doctor, and could cure anything. So she was sent for.
It was night by this time, and she could not conveniently come, but
sent word that it vas no matter, there was no -hurry; she would
give me "absent treatment " now, and come in the morning;
meantime she begged me to make myself tranquil and confortable,
and remember that there was nothing the matter with me.

It was a night of anguish, of course-at least, I supposed it was,
for it had all the symptoms of it-but it passed at last, and the
Christian Scientist came and I was glad. She was middle-aged,
and large and bony, and erect, and had an austere face, a resolute
jaw and a Roman beak, and was a widow in the third degree, and
her name was Fuller. I was eager to get to business and find
relief, but she was distressingly deliberate. She unpinned, and
unhooked, and uncoupled her upholsteries one by one, abolished
the wrinkles with a flirt of her hand, and hung the articles up;
peeled off her gloves anddisposed of them, got a book out of .her
hand-bag, then drew a chair to the bed-side, descended into it
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without hurry, and I hung out niy tongue. She said, with pity
but wvithout passion :

" Return it to its receptacle. We deal with the mind only, not
with its dumb servants."

I could not ofler my pulse, because the connection .was broken;
but she detected the apology before I could word it, and indicated
by a negative tilt of lier head that the pulse was another duimb
servant that she had no use for. Thon I thought I would tell lier
my symptoms and how I felt, so that she would understaid the
case; but that was another ihconsequence. She did not need to
know those things; moreover, my remark about huw felit vas an
abuse of language, a misapplication of ternis-

"One does not feel," she explained; " there is no such thing as
feeling; therefore, to speak of a non-existent thing as existent is a
contradiction. Matter has no existence; nothing exists but mind;
the mind cannot feel pain, it can only imagine it' . . .

" I amn ful of imaginary tortures," I said, "but I do not think I
could be any more uncomfortable if they were real ones. What
must I do to get rid of theni ?"

" There is no occasion to get rid of them, since they do not exist.
They are illusions propagated' by matter, and matter has no exis-
tence; there is no such thing as matter." . . . In her com-
passion she almost smiled. She would have smiled if there were
any such thing as a smile.

" It is quite simple," she said; "the fundamental propositions
of Christian Science explain it, and they are summar'zed in the
four following self-evident propositions: 1. God is Al in all. 2.
God is good. God is mind. 3. God, Spirit, being all, nothing is
matter. 4. Life, God, omnipotent Good, deny death, evil, sin,
disease. There-now you see."

It seemed nebulous; it did not seem to say anything about the
difficulty in hand-how non-existent matter can propagate illusions.
I said with some hesitancy:

" Does-does it explain ?"
".Doesn't it? Even if read backward it will do it."
Witl a budding hope, 1 asked lier to do it backward.
"Very well. Disease sin evil death deny Good omnipotent-God.

life matter is nothing all being Spirit God mind is God good is
God all in All is God. There-do you understand now ?"

"It-it-well, it is plainer than it was before; still-"
Well ?"

"Could you try it some more ways?"
"As many as you like; it always means the same. Inter-

changed in any way you please it cannot be made to mean anything
different from what it means when put in any other way. Because
it is perfect. You can jumble it all up, and it makes no difference;
it always comes out the way it was before. It was a marvello.¶
mind that produced it. As. a mental tour ce force it is without a
mate; it defies alike the simple, the concrete- and the occult." . .
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Under the powerful influence of the near treatinent and the
absent treatnent together, ny boues were gradually retreating
inward and disappearing fromn view. The good work took a brisk
stirt now, and went on quite swiftly. My body was diligently
straining and stretcling, this vay and that, to accommnodate the
processes of restoration, aid every minute or two I heard a dull
click inside, and knew that the two ends of a fracture lad been
successfully joined. This muffled clicking, and gritting, and
grinding, and rasping continued during the next three hours, and
then stopped-the connections had all been inade. All except
dislocations: there were only seven of these: hips, shoulders,
knees neck; se that was soon over; one after anot.her they slipped
into their sockets with a sound like pulling a distant cork, and I
jumped up as good as new, as to frane-work, and sent for the
horse-doctor.

I was obliged to do this because I had a stomachache and a
cold in the head, and I was not willing'to trust these things any
longer in the hands of a woman whon I did not know, and in
whose ability to successfully treat mnere disease I liad lost all con-
fidence. My positiion was justified by the fact that the cold and
tho ache had been in her charge fromn the first, along with the
fractures, but had! experienced not a shade of relief; and, indeed,
the ache was even growing worse and worse, and more and more
bitter now, probably on account of the protracted abstention from
food and drink. .

The Christian Scientist was not able to cure my stomachache
and muy cold; but the horse-doctor did it. This convinces me that
Christian Science claims too mucli. In my opinion it ouglt to let
diseases alone and confine itself to surgery. There it would have
everything its own way. The horse-doctor charged me thirty
kreutzers, and I paid him; in fact, I doubled it and gave him a
shilling. Mrs. Fuller brouglit in an itemized bill for a crate of
broken bones mended in two hundred and thirty-four places-one
dollar per fracture.

"Nothing exists but mind ?"
"Nothing," she answere.d. " All else is substanceless, all else is

imaginary."
I gave her an imagin1ary check, and now she is suing me for

substantial dollars. It looks inconsistent.-Mark Twai-n in October
Cosmopolitan

DR. PETTYJOHiN, OF ALMA, IIICH., TO GO TO EUROPE
FOR-A YEAR'S REST AND STUDY.

OwimG to the effect on the Doctor's health of exhausting, steady
and continuous wvork ati the Alma Sanitarium for the past seven
years, and eighteen yeais in the practice of medicine (the anni-
versary of which the Doctor celebrated on February 22nd by a
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dinner to the clergymen of the village and to his medical friends)

with no vacation during this period, Dr. Pettyjohn lhas decided

to relinquish. bis lease of the institution, and bis medical practice,

for a year's rest, travel, and study abroad. He will retain lis

interest in the Sanitarium and remaili a inember of the Board

of Directors and Vice-Presiclent r-£" the Company.
During the Doctor's medical management of the institution

in these past years, having placed it o- a highly scientifme and

medical basis, both to the satisfaction of the profession and the

public, the reputation and patronage of the institution has gr-lu-

ally and constantly incrcased until it is now considered .he

foreiost ethical, medical institution in this country, and Dr.

Pettyjohn the riis.r sanitariim physician in America." Under

the Doctor's direction a thoroughly scientiftc and complete system

of hydrotherapeutics has been developed and inaintained, with

regular sets of treatment for gastric neurasthenia, liver troubles,

rheumatism, nervous diseases, tonie and nutritive effects. A

training-sehbool bas been established, and applications are made

by experienced nurses under the physician's direction. The im-

stitution bas so w'on the confidence of the profession that nearly

every patient is referred to its care by the home physician, whose

diagnosis is considered and whose interests are conserved.

During his stay abroad tiw Doctor -will continue the study of

sanitariumn methods at Matlack Banks in England, Nauheim and

Carlsbad, and also as " Commissioner to visit the hospitals of the

insane in Gernany, Austria and France," appointed by the Gov-

einor of the State of Miehigan. The Doctor will attend the

thirteenth International Meclical Congress in Paris, being a men-

ber of this organization, wvliere lie will present a paper before the

section of Internal Patliogy. The Doctor intends studying in

Berlin, Paris and Vienna, following the lines in which lie lias

attained di:itinction, those of Internal Medicine and Neurology.

During the past few years the Doctor bas written, and they

have been given wide pu:licity through the medical journals, the

following articles: " Rheumatism, its Pathology and Moderln

Treatmnent ;" " Erb's Primary Muscular Atrophy" (illustrated);

"Chronic Internal Cerebral Meningitis;" " Functional Gastric

Diseases and their Treatment;" " The Differential Diagnosis of

Neurasthenia and its Treatment;" " Constipation, Some of its

Effects, and its Non-Medicinal Treatment;" " Sleeplessness, its

Cause and Treatment;" "Diabetes and its Constitutional Treat-

ment;" " The Profession of Nursing," etc.
The Doctor will combine the pleasure of travel witli bis rest

and study, and be accompanied by his entire family. The trip

vill be by the north of Ireland, across Scotland, through the east

of England, Abbotsford, Durham, York and london, th-ence to
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Brussels and the Paris Exposition. IHe will go witn the medical
exeursion, leaving Juine 30tli by the Anchor Line on the City of
Rone. The Doctor and family will then leave the party and
travel in Switzerland, down the Rhine, and locate foS the winter
in Berlin, whcre NMrs. Pettyjolin will pursue lier musical studies,
and his son Wallace continue his illustrative art. The Doctor
will be in Chicago during the greater portion of May in attend-
ace on the Methodist General Conference, to which lie is a dele.
gate. is 6'hicago address will be The Stewart Building, 92
State St. While it is not yet definitely decided, it is the wish of
the Doctor's many medical friends that lie take the college profes-
sorship lie lias been offered and locate in Chicago in consultation
practice in his speciality.

Dr. and Mrs. Pettyjohn will be greatly missed socially in this
village, where their pleasant and sociable ways have made then a
host of friends who will join us in the best of vislies for their
future. Our loss will be others' gain, and we prophesy that,. wher-
ever they locte, friends will flock to thein as they always do to
those whose companionship is so agreeable.-Alna Argus (Mich.')

DIONIN: A NEW MORPHINE DERIVATIVE.

A ximw morphine derivative lias recently been introduced ,o which
the name " dienin " bas been given. It is described by Ludwig
Hesse (Pharm. Centralk., XL., p. 5) as the hydrochloi:ate of imor-
phine mono-ethyl ether, or eth.yl-morphine, having the composition

CH' 0>CH1NOHClXH20.

It occurs as a white, soiewhat bitter, iicro-crystalline powder,
wbich, under the microscope, is seen to consist of fine needles.. It
mIts at 123 to 125 degrees C. and decomposes at the latter teni-
peraturc. Dionin appears to be very serviceable, therapeutically,
beenuse it affords neutral solutions whlici mnay be advantageously
eiployed subcutaneously. It is soluble in about seven parts of
water, in about 1.4 parts of alcohol, and in about 20 parts of syrup;
while it is insoluble in ether and in chloroform. It is precipi-
tated froin its solutions by most of the alkialoidal reagents. The
purie base, morphine mono-ethyl ether or ethyl-morphine, is readily
liberated by alkalies, and crystallizes fron water also with one
mûolecule of water of crystallization. It is quiteinsoluble in
water, 1 part dissolving in- 286 parts of the latter; it is very
soluble, howe-ver, inii alcoliol, 100 parts of the latter dissolving
140 parts of theY base.' It is also easily soluble in ether, but
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difficultly su in benzene, and ib ahiuost insoluble in benzin. Dionin
has been employed by Dr. O. Schroder and by Dr. J. Korte
(Therap. ilontcsli., XIII., p. 33), in a score or so of phthisical
cases, and ftei· the rebults obtained, the author believes that the
preparation is of unquestion able value therapeutically. It ap-
peared to be an excellent nd reliable ineans in the treatmient of
cough due to irritation ini th. -arly stages of pulmnnary phthisis;
and lie reconnuendb it te be used üiistead of cedeine and moerpline,
in all cases of this discase that are-not fair advanced, as well a: in
chronie brenehitis, plihuoiinary un îplI beep ia, and breuclial abthm îa.
Not a single failure was ebserved by the writer amiong -the cases
so far treated. by hiim. The dyspnea and cougli were alwayb re-
lieved, the asthmatic attacks eut short, and expectoration favor-
ably influenced. Coupared with mîorphine, dionin is ior mildly
narcotic in action, lias scarcely ever any noticeable effect un the
digestive tract, and lias no notworthy by-effects. Compared
with codeine, on the other hand, it is found to be more powerfuO
generally, and more persistent in action; it affords better and
quieter sleep, and increases expectoration considerably. Ab a
generai analgesie, dienin it not as reliable as morphine, but it
may, nevertheless, be enployed in chronie, painful affections,
either interrally or subcutanously, and as no tolerance or habit
is ever established, nay shield niany patients from acquiring the
morphiùe habit. Its particular sphere of action will, however,
doubtless bc in the treatment of coughs due to irritation, and those
of bronchitis of every origin; in phthisical subjects, as it affords,
besides, general quiet and good sleep, stimulates expectoration,
und appears to exert also a beneficial influence on the night-
sweats.

Dionin nay be given in doses of 0.015 Gm. Q) several times
daiij, or in one dose of 0.03 Gm. in the evening, in solution,
syrup, or pill- form.

Liquid Air as a Cautery.-According to the Tri-State MediWd
Journal and Praclilioner for March, the use of liquid air as a
cautery is already spoken of favorably. It having a temperature
of 312 degrees F. below ze·o, its action is, to all intents and
purposes, the same as that of the imost powerful actual cantery.
It does not really burn, but utterly kills the tissues, leaving a
blister not unlike a burn. IIence it bas beei suggested for
cauterization in. surgical practice. It is not only a good deal,
cheaper than the ordinar*y cautery, but it is nuch, more efflcient,
and its action can be absolutely controlled. Indeed, a well-known
surgeon has already performued a difficult operation, on a cancer
case with liquid air, and he has reported the case as cured.
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